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Editor’s Note
W

elcome to a new issue of LAVA magazine where we
search the world of light, sound and technology to find
the newest products, most inspiring installations and
the latest developments affecting businesses and people in the
industry.
We also take a look at some of the more cutting-edge
breakthroughs that keep audiences coming back for more.
Laser shows have been around since Pink Floyd and others
pioneered their use in the 1970s. Since then, lighting specialists
have amazed people with their creative effects, culminating in
the world’s biggest laser show in Milan this year. In our feature on
light, we take a look at the next big steps for laser entertainment.
Light is used to enhance an artist but sometimes it is the artist,
as we reveal in our story about Hatsune Miku, the Japanese pop
sensation who’s packing venues from Canada to Mexico on her
current tour.
Professionals in the sound industry have been just as busy,
developing unreal experiences for cinema-goers all over the world.
In our audio feature, we discuss the latest from world leader Dolby.
And finally, we take a look at InfoComm technology and its
growing impact on campuses, including the amazing new facility
being built in Cupertino, California, by Apple.
Thank you for stopping by.

Craig Brett
Editor
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News · PEOPLE

Event Acoustics appoints Marcel Albers to lead global
expansion
With this extensive experience and a key interest in
innovation and breaking into international markets, Albers
has proved the ideal fit to push Event Acoustics' pioneering
products into the wider world.
"I have been involved in the activities of Event Acoustics
for some time now," explains Albers. "The company leads
the next generation of sound management, with a team
that comprises true experts in the field of audio and
acoustics. Their work in research and development is way
ahead of its time and I am delighted with the decision of
Ampco Flashlight Group to give this work priority, putting
the globalization of MeTrao high on the agenda."

S

pecialist acoustic and audio consultancy Event
Acoustics has appointed Marcel Albers as Head of
Global Sales, with a focus on the worldwide distribution
of the company's trailblazing sound management system
MeTrao.
Renowned in the Dutch music and entertainment
industry, Albers has a 20-year track record of success
as an international artist manager, theatre and television
producer and record company owner.

MeTrao offers an entirely new way of measuring sound
and vibration. It provides audio professionals and event
organisers with a quick and easy way to measure and
observe the increasingly strict sound level regulations of
live event environments, whilst boosting the quality of the
audio output.
Albers will combine his new position with his work as
Commercial Director of the Synco Network Europe and its
existing music company activities. To allow for this, his role
as Director of Marketing and Communications for Ampco
Flashlight Group will be taken over internally for the short term.

GLP hires Roly Smith to head UK operations

F

ollowing the global success of its impression LED
portfolio — and in particular its new X4 series — GLP is
setting up a dedicated UK base headed up by experienced
stage and theatre production specialist, Noel ‘Roly’ Smith,
with immediate effect.
Having gained experience in the theatre from the age of
16, and been intrigued by the evolution of lighting as it
went through the various stages of automation in the late
‘80s, he gradually moved into the rental side of lighting
before becoming a touring production professional.
“The GLP brand was brought to my attention around ten
years ago when I was fortunate enough to start working
with them. I quickly realised why they were gaining so
much attention — being bright, fast and extremely reliable
… and something different in the lighting world.”

this that eventually led to the decision to set up GLP UK.”

Around the same time he was introduced to GLP Inc
president, Mark Ravenhill, while working on a large theatre
production, and the two men have remained in contact ever
since. “Later, when Mark joined GLP, he communicated his
vision of where he wanted to take the company — and it was

Noel says he is relishing the challenge of improving brand
visibility of GLP’s new generation effects in UK rental fleets
among the touring community — especially X4 Bar 10 and
Bar 20, X4 Atom and impression X1 — with so many tours
being specified in the UK.

CRESTON NAMES HARRY LAM AS HEAD OF ASIAN SALES
Crestron Asia Ltd. has appointed Harry Lam as Executive Director/Chief Operating Officer to lead its sales
and marketing operations in Asia.
"Crestron's well-known and iconic brand in the industry, combined with Crestron Asia's strong regional
sales channels, marketing and distribution capabilities, have brought us to become a world leader in
this thriving market. Harry will guide Asia's operations to meet and capture new business opportunities,
especially in China, India and North East Asia," said Kanny Leong, Co-founder of Crestron Asia.
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InfoComm
International
names new director

Martin Audio appoints Dom
Harter as managing director

M

artin Audio has appointed Dom
Harter as Managing Director.
Dom was previously Director of R&D
and Sales Director with Turbosound
before joining Harman’s Mixer Group
with several rolls including Global
Sales Director/VP for Harman’s Mixer
BU.
“Pro Audio has been my entire
professional career having worked
for some of the best known pro
audio brands alongside a number
of prestigious installations, one off
events and tours”, said Dom.

Meyer Sound expands sales team

M

I

nfoComm
International®,
the
trade
association representing the commercial
audiovisual
industry
worldwide,
has
announced the promotion of Rod Brown,
CTS®-D, CTS®-I, to Regional Director –
Oceania. In his new role, he will be responsible
for managing InfoComm membership
services, the education programme in the
region, InfoComm certification and the
Australia Advisory Group.
“We are very pleased to see Rod take on
the role of Regional Director – Oceania,”
said Jonathan Seller, Senior Director
Development,
Asia-Pacific,
InfoComm
International. “This position was created with
our commitment in mind to further enhance
services to InfoComm International members
in the region. Due to his longstanding career
in the AV industry and through his service
as our regional staff instructor, Rod is highly
regarded by our InfoComm members. He
brings extensive experience and connections
within the industry to this role.”
Prior to his promotion, Rod served as
an InfoComm staff instructor, teaching
InfoComm University™ courses, presenting
seminars at industry events and delivering
AV education webinars. He also worked on
the creation of new and updated learning
content. He was the first Australian to earn
his CTS-D certification.
Prior to joining InfoComm, Rod was a sound
and audiovisual communications consultant
based in Melbourne, Australia. During this
period, he was awarded Honorary Life
Governorship of Vision Australia for his
contribution to establishing audio description
of theatre performances.
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eyer Sound strengthened its worldwide
sales team with three new hires: Andy
Willcox as Sales Manager, Residential
Systems; Daniel Rivera as Sales Specialist,
House of Worship Market; and Antonio
Manzo as Sales Director, Mexico. The new
hires will help Meyer Sound to build on
vertical markets worldwide.
Andy Willcox will connect Meyer Sound
products and technologies to a growing
market for private cinemas and premium
distributed systems in residences for highnet-worth clients. Willcox comes to Meyer
Sound with three decades of experience in
the residential AV market, both as an owner
of a Midwestern systems integration firm
and as Vice President of Sales and Business
Development at CINEAK, a leading supplier
of furnishings for private cinemas. He served
on the Board of Directors and Executive
Board of CEDIA, serving as President of the
organization from 2005 to 2006.

Andy Willcox

Los Angeles native Daniel Rivera will
leverage his experience in media production
leadership and marketing roles at Oasis
Church in Hollywood, as well as two years
Daniel Rivera
working in pro AV distribution. Rivera brings
to his new role a first-hand understanding
of the demands of the worship environment, and will work with end
users, consultants, and system integrators to tailor Meyer Sound
technologies for worship facilities’ particular audio requirements.
“Creating these two vertical market positions reflects Meyer Sound’s
long-standing commitment to understanding customers’ needs from
their perspective,” says Antonio Zacarias, Meyer Sound’s vice president
of worldwide sales. “Andy and Daniel know what’s truly important to
customers in their respective markets, and that’s the key to building
lasting relationships.”
Heading the sales team in Mexico, Antonio Manzo brings to Meyer
Sound more than 25 years of experience in the music and pro audio
industries. For nearly 22 years he worked at Yamaha Corporation of
Mexico, taking on new market development in the company’s sales and
marketing department.

NewsUpcoming
· SHOWS
SHOWS
OCTOBER 26 - 29:
PROLIGHT + SOUND SHANGHAI 2016

Asia’s leading AV industry fair will have some changes, with a move to halls N1, N2 and N3 of the Shanghai New
International Expo Centre. A brand new Recording and Production Zone will also be introduced.
The bigger halls will accommodate more exhibitors while also being located close to the Electronic Instruments Hall
of Music China as the show debuts the Recording and Production Zone for musicians and recording engineers.
The fair attracted more than 100,000 visitors last year and included leading brands such as Adam Hall, audiotechnica, Harman, Samson, Superlux and Takstar.

SHOW

Reviews

LIGHT + BUILDING 2016 SETS RECORDS FOR VISITORS

Light + Building, the world’s leading trade fair for lighting and building-services technology, set new records for
number of visitors and exhibitors.
Over 2500 exhibitors from 55 countries launched products at the fair while 216,000 trade visitors from 160 countries
walked the halls at Exhibition Centre in Frankfurt am Main from 13 to 18 March 2016.
“We are extremely pleased with this year’s Light + Building and delighted with the further increase in the indices.
This underscores the significance of Light + Building as the world’s leading trade fair for lighting and building
services technology, as exhibitor satisfaction”, said Wolfgang Marzin, President and Chief Executive Officer (CEO)
of Messe Frankfurt.

News · BUSINESS

Vanguardia gains UK rights to MeTrao

V

anguardia, the UK audio engineering and design
consultancy, has secured sole UK distribution rights
to MeTrao, a pioneering tool set to transform audio
management at live events.
MeTrao was devised by Dutch entertainment technology
experts Event Acoustics, based in Utrecht. The intelligent
sound management product allows event organisers and
sound engineers to meet noise control regulations, while
maximising the quality of audio output.
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Active Audio buys majority Current adds partners in
of French rival APG
China, US

F

C

As a result, Régis Cazin, steps up as CEO of both Active
Audio and APG with immediate effect. Active Audio will
now hold 60% of APG shares while APG’s historical
shareholders, Jean-Luc Moncel, Philippe Frarier and
Grégory Dapsanse, will hold the majority of the remaining
shares.

“The next wave of innovation will be led by those who
embrace digital infrastructure to drive new and meaningful
outcomes,” says John Gordon, Chief Digital Officer, Current,
powered by GE. “In terms of physical infrastructure, no
other platform compares to the ubiquitous nature of
lighting and the potential LEDs offer to the commercial
and industrial world as the digital platform for industry.
Deploying intelligent LEDs coupled with sensors, software
and scalable access to GE’s Predix platform provides the
foundation for that innovation.”

rench loudspeaker manufacturers Active Audio and
APG announced at ProLight + Sound 2016 the signing
of a strategic alliance. While both brands will remain
independent in their respective activities – and through
distribution channels – Active Audio will continue to focus
on the Public Address market while APG will still cater for
live events and large venue installations. The decision to
join forces will foster synergies between both companies
in R&D, production, financing and ultimately global reach.

Commenting on the agreement, Régis Cazin enthused: “All
stakeholders at APG and Active Audio feel elated to have
this new alliance in place. This immensely reinforces the
potential of both companies, and will prove a tremendous
development accelerator for us all.
“Although Active Audio becomes a major shareholder in
APG, we recognise APG’s strong reputation in the market,
backed by many dealers and end users who have invested
a lot of trust in the company. We wanted APG’s historical
shareholders to remain significant shareholders in order
to be actively involved in both strategic and operational
decisions”, he explains. “We are adamant to preserve
both brands and their respective strengths.”
Both companies will also keep their existing network of
distributors and capitalise on their respective local relays
to promote the other brand where only one company is
active in a given territory.

urrent, a digital power service from GE, is adding
15 partners and microservices to its open Intelligent
Environments ecosystem. The growth in the company’s
app catalog and digital capabilities comes as Current
deploys intelligent LED infrastructure in three cities –
Tianjin, China; Schenectady, New York; and Cleveland –
and on the heels of the company’s acquisition of Daintree
Networks, an enterprise IoT provider of building controls
solutions for small and medium commercial facilities.

To facilitate data-informed app and software development
and outcomes at an enterprise and city level, Current is
launching six microservices against its intelligent LEDs
and GE’s Predix cloud platform. These architectures will
drive data interactions relative to temperature, occupancy,
ambient light sensing, pedestrian planning, parking, traffic
and public safety.
At the same time, Current is bringing capabilities from the
global app development community and trusted providers
as add-ons to intelligent LED infrastructure. Customers
will be able to pick and choose the capabilities they
want in their solution to solve for unique challenges and
bring their own app partners and developers to innovate
solutions against Current’s Intelligent LEDs and Predix.

Green Hippo expand teams in US and UK

G

reen Hippo announced that Cory Froke formerly of
PRG, has joined the Green Hippo US team, based in
Burbank, California as Product Specialist.
Cory has a strong background in the world of lighting
and AV having previously worked at PRG Nocturne / PRG
Concert Touring, Chaos Visual Productions, DWP Live and
Entertainment Lighting Services (ELS).
As well as the addition to the US office, Green Hippo

have expanded their Head Office team in the UK, with the
addition of 6 new members across departments. The last
12 months mark significant growth and change within the
company and channel partners.
Over 800 Hippotizer V4 media servers are now out in the
wild, being used on some of the world’s most prestigious
events such as the SuperBowl Half Time show, the 88 th
Academy Awards, Wrestlemania and the upcoming
Eurovision Song Contest.

BROADSIGN INKS OUTDOOR SCREEN DEAL
BroadSign International, LLC’s automated digital out-of-home software has been selected by Kong Outdoor
Limited for the network’s 24 roadside displays in the United Kingdom.
Kong Outdoor screens, ranging from 14 square meters in portrait orientation to 20 square meters in
landscape, are situated in roadside and pedestrian locations based on clear lines of sight and high traffic.
The London Package alone has a potential reach of over 8 million impressions over two weeks time.
Upon meeting with BroadSign at Integrated Systems Europe, Kong Outdoor was attracted to the company’s
software for its cost effectiveness, top-notch services and accurate reporting.

jul-sep 2016
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Turkish TV installs Cinegy software

C

inegy,
which
develops
and
produces software technology,
has
announced that TV channel
Lifetime® Turkey has installed a
fully IT-based Cinegy solution for
everything from ingest to playout.

Lifetime Turkey is the latest addition
to the A+E Networks® global footprint of lifestyle channels
and is a joint venture between A+E Networks and MCD
Medya, one of Turkey’s leading
digital media multidevelopers and distributors. Lifetime Turkey will be freeto-air in the country, where it has the potential to reach
more than 19 million households.

The Cinegy software modules, supplied and installed by
Cinegy’s partner in Turkey, Orsatek, which specializes
in media asset management, automation, and workflow,
are comprised of 10 software modules or bundles that
includes, but is not limited to, Cinegy Archive, Cinegy Air
PRO, Cinegy Desktop, Cinegy Route, Cinegy Encoder, and
Cinegy Multiviewer.
MCD Medya’s Consultant Murat Saygi said, “Cinegy
software is widely used in Turkey, one of the world’s
most robust television markets, so not only did we have
solid, demonstrable reference sites, we also knew that we
would have easy access to local technical support, skilled
operators, and experienced users.

HK AUDIO TARGETS CUSTOM INSTALLATIONS
HK Audio has formed a new Business Solutions division that will provide customised solutions for
international sound projects. W ith a focus on the hospitality sector, the new venture will tap into demand
for aesthetically integrating loudspeakers within sophisticated design environments.
Available in any color, and featuring either printed or engraved design elements (such as company logos
or slogans), the speakers will end up forming an integral part of the location’s interior design. Different
woods are available when selecting cabinet housing, and special coatings can also be ordered that make
the speakers weatherproof for outdoor use.

FIX8Group expands dry-hire products

V

isual production expert FIX8Group is expanding its
dry hire division with the addition of a wealth of new
products under the direction of the company's Technical
Director, Nick Charalampidis.
Charalampidis, who has been with FIX8Group since early
2013, is now responsible for enhancing the division's dry
hire inventory with industry-leading products, carefully
selected to suit almost all requirements.
"Before joining FIX8Group I worked with Green Hippo for
five years, so my knowledge of Hippotizer servers and
software is second to none," says Charalampidis. "I am
adding an array of Green Hippo kit to our stock, including
the Boreal, Karst and Amba servers, with the new, powerful,
v4 software."

FIX8Group's technical mission is to always give the best
service possible - to supply servers set up in the correct
way and loaded with the right software to suit the user's
requirements, and to provide help and assistance whenever
and wherever needed.
"In addition, we're increasing our stock of d3 servers, to
include the flagship d3 4x4pro, which is capable of four
4K outputs or sixteen HD outputs," adds Charalampidis.
" We're very proud to have two d3 Studios within the
company and to offer in-depth experience of d3 operation
and setup to help any project."
FIX8 has also recently invested in Dataton Watchout for
both hire and internal events, expanding its service and
rental offering with customised racks.

GLP changes distributor in Japan

G

LP has appointed Fourleaf Inc to handle its LED and
lighting fixtures in Japan.

Described by GLP’s Sales Director, Asia, Søren Storm
as “young, hungry and with a high energy level,” he said
Fourleaf has in-depth knowledge of the catalogue and
existing users in the territory.
The change in distribution arrangements was essential to
maintain and boost the high level of visibility and market
penetration in Japan. “We have already seen a fantastic
start to 2016 and we are confident that we are about to
experience our best year ever in the territory,” he predicts.
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MUSIC appoints Alphatec Prism
Sound
expands
for India
recording seminars

M

USIC announced the appointment of Alphatec Audio
Video Pvt Ltd as the exclusive distributor for LAB
GRUPPEN, LAKE and TANNOY, adding to the company’s
successful relationship with fellow MUSIC brands MIDAS,
KLARK TEKNIK, TURBOSOUND, BEHRINGER and BUGERA.
The deal sees Alphatec Audio Video Pvt Ltd, located in
Kolkata, become the primary contact for all eight brands
in the country and now offers exclusive access to LAB
GRUPPEN and LAKE amplification and processing
products along with TANNOY’s high performance
professional loudspeakers.

MUSIC to fire 70, may
transfer
manufacturing
from Scotland to China

M

USIC has announced that it proposes to dismiss
around 70 staff at its manufacturing and office facility
in Coatbridge, Scotland. The company is about to enter
into a process of collective consultation with all affected
employees, but in the event that the redundancies are
confirmed following consultation, the Coatbridge facility
would cease operations completely.

P

rism Sound
is extending
the reach of its
Mic to Monitor
educational
seminars
by
holding three of
its forthcoming
events
in
conjunction with
the Abbey Road
Institute, which
now has training
centres in Paris,
Melbourne,
Berlin
and
London.
The 2016 Mic
to Monitor tour
kicked off on
April 11 at the new Abbey Road Institute in Berlin, before
moving to Los Angeles, USA, for its second event on April
27th. It will ultimately take in over 10 cities around the
world, including Paris in June and Amsterdam in October,
where it will be held at Abbey Road Institute’s sixth centre,
which is due to open later this year.

In this event, the TANNOY loudspeaker production would
be transferred to MUSIC’s new three million square-foot
manufacturing plant in Zhongshan, China, with its research
& development and marketing activities being relocated to
MUSIC’s Innovation center in Manchester, UK.
The announcement was made to employees by SVP,
Lifestyle & Home, Peter Sommer.

Targeted at music production students, hobbyists and
professionals, Mic to Monitor aims to dispel the many myths
surrounding the recording process. The events answer
those all-important questions such as what makes great
gear great, what does it take to become a successful and
in demand audio engineer, how do recording professionals
tackle different aspects of their productions and how is a
hit sound achieved?

“Following an extensive evaluation of our operational and
financial structure, we have taken the difficult decision to
propose that the staff in our TANNOY manufacturing and
office facility in Coatbridge are dismissed as redundant,
which, if confirmed would see the facility closed. Whilst
this is a challenging time, I would like to thank our TANNOY
employees for their immense dedication and loyalty over
the years, which I feel confident, will not be diminished
even as we approach the forthcoming period of collective
consultation.”

Each seminar features presentations from recording
professionals who will answer audience questions on
recording techniques. Among those scheduled to take part
are Tomato Sound Factory owner and producer Frederic
Maury who will speak at the event in Paris in June, and
Talvin Singh OBE who will address audiences in London in
December. There will also be presentations from the pro
audio equipment manufacturers that are supporting the
events in each territory, and an opportunity to demo and
win recording equipment.

TSL Products joins RAVENNA community

T

SL Products, a leading broadcast equipment manufacturer,
has become the latest company to join the growing ranks
of the RAVENNA partnership community. Based in the UK,
TSL Products designs and manufactures a range of hardware
and software solutions to facilitate operations within the TV
broadcast, cable, satellite, IPTV and IT industries.
TSL Products launched its first RAVENNA-enabled products
at NAB 2016. The MPA (Monitor Plus Audio) range of
monitoring products is now available in a version with
integrated RAVENNA connectivity. Solo offers the ability to
listen to any channel, whilst the Mix model enables the user
to create a simple monitoring mix.
Matt Colman, Product Manager, TSL Products, said, “The

move to integrating RAVENNA was a logical step in order
to remain in sync with the industry’s rapid move to AoIP
workflows.”
ALC NetworX RAVENNA evangelist, Andreas Hildebrand is in
full agreement. “The move to AoIP is fast becoming a universal
trend within the broadcast sector in particular and the audio
world in general. Furthermore, as demands on AoIP networks
vary in terms of performance and connectivity, manufacturers
have to offer a choice of AoIP networking options in order to
remain relevant. RAVENNA is necessarily a key element in
the range of possibilities offered to customers, particularly
as it remains the both the highest-performing networking
technology currently available, and the easiest gateway to
AES67 interoperability.”

jul-sep 2016
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SINGAPORE UPGRADES BUSES TO I O T
Singapore buses are connecting to the Internet of Things to provide commuters with real-time updates on
arrivals, journey times, fares and virtual assistance.
NEC Asia Pacific is rolling out this suite of innovative technology for SMRT Buses Ltd. at the Woodlands
Temporary Bus Interchange in the north of the country. Later in the year, NEC and SMRT will also introduce
video analytics and face and fingerprint matching technology that will study behavioural patterns to further
improve service.

French events company Musical’Ré invests in dLive

M

usical’Ré of France has chosen
the dLive system from Allen &
Heath to use at its events business.
Musical’Ré selected the S7000 control
surface with DM48 MixRack. The
company used the system for the first
time as the main stage FOH console
at the festivals, Les Nuits Soniques
and Les Hivernales Tinéniac.
"I decided to take the leap and buy
a brand new dLive. Its specs are
impressive and I was really blown away
during a demonstration at the JTSE
tradeshow. I have a lot of experience
of using Allen & Heath digital mixers,
and this system is magnificent,” says
Bruno Damiani, owner of Musical’Ré.
“Previously, when I wanted to make
the transition from analogue to
digital, I immediately turned to Allen
& Heath and purchased GLD and iLive
systems. Today, it’s logical to continue

Musical’Ré’s dLive system at FOH at Les Nuits Soniques festival

this adventure by buying a dLive system. I really wanted to own the ‘new baby’
and take advantage of new technology.”

Vanguardia appoints Roly Oliver for UK distribution

V

anguardia, the UK's leading
independent audio engineering,
sound management and design
consultancy, will be working with
industry-acclaimed sound engineer
Roly Oliver to promote the latest
innovation in sound management in
the live events industry.
In his new position as Head of Live
Business, Oliver will establish and
oversee the company's distribution
of pioneering sound management
tool MeTrao in the UK, for which
Vanguardia has secured sole rights.
Also in May, Vanguardia will celebrate
10 successful years as the leading
sound and acoustic consultants
in the entertainment sector. The
appointment of Oliver further expands
the company's team of 30 consultants.
In a career that has spanned a quarter
of a century, Oliver has provided sound
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engineering expertise to legendary
acts and artists including Manic Street
Preachers, Daft Punk, Fun Lovin'
Criminals, Pet Shop Boys, Red Hot
Chili Peppers and Snow Patrol.
Joining
from
audio
equipment
specialists Eighth Day Sound, where
he was in charge of global sales,
Oliver brings world-class technical
skills and an unparalleled network
of contacts to Vanguardia. In his
new remit he will be responsible for
all concert touring and festivals building on the company's reputation
for high-tech sound engineering
excellence around live performance.
Oliver
will
be
promoting
the
consultancy's comprehensive raft of
services, including: noise control and
management; event site feasibility
assessment;
event
site
noise
modelling; sound system design and
testing; licence representation; expert
witness; and hearing protection.
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Special Feature · AUDIO

FROM THE
MOVIES TO THE
MINISTRY:

DOLBY TAKES ON THE MUSIC MAKERS

As cinemas face mounting competition for moviegoers from tablets, desktops
and state-of-the-art home systems, they’ve fought back with dramatic
improvements in sound and visual experiences. Dolby Labs ‘Atmos sound
technology raised the bar dramatically with the introduction of 64 speakers
throughout the cinema capable of playing 128 separate audio tracks.
One of the key developments of Atmos is the ability to spread a single sound,
like a hard rain hitting the roof, to more than one channel so that multiple
speakers above the heads of the audience can deliver the sound like you
would hear it in real life. The 3D sound experience of Atmos has been used
for 400 feature films including this season’s X-Men: Apocalypse, and is in or
entering over 1600 cinemas, many of them in Asia.
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Atmos has just entered the music scene as well, with The Ministry of Sound
in London deploying the system. The club’s main room now has 60 speakers
among the rafters from the previous 40, and the multi channel software allows
the DJ to place the sound of an individual instrument anywhere in the room.
Live concerts are also turning to Atmos to capture the performance for cinema
viewing. When Imagine Dragons went on their Smoke + Mirrors tour, they
used the Toronto show to record their performance for fans to see in cinemas
elsewhere.
“I knew the music inside out and back to front, so it was great working with the
Dolby engineers to say, ‘Can we put this here? Can we lift that? Can we put
that in the back?’ and to push the envelope,” said Director Dick Carruthers,
according to the Dolby blog. “I think [the people at Dolby] were initially
apprehensive about pushing the envelope too far away from what people
are normally used to in their 5.1 or 7.1 environment, but I felt completely the
opposite—we needed to really grasp what Dolby Atmos could do a make a
point of it.”
Carruthers, who has worked with acts ranging from Led Zeppelin to Usher,
sees the digital version of live concerts potentially surpassing the live
performance.
“When you listen to the intro to ‘Radioactive’ in a Dolby Atmos cinema, it
will blow you away. We just really went after it. We were very, very bold and
very ambitious with what we could do, so the sound literally leaps around the
cinema,” Carruthers said. “It was a tremendous opportunity to take the live
Imagine Dragons sound and do more with it than you ever could, even in a
live gig.”
Dolby and rival companies aren’t stopping at the cinema experience. They’re
also coming to home theatre systems this year, and they are working with
virtual reality providers to match the all encompassing visual experience with
equally impressive audio.
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THE CONCERT MAY BE
LIVE, BUT DON’T EXPECT
IT TO BE HUMAN
I mages from youtube.com/HatsuneM iku

Hatsune Miku may be the most popular singer you’ve
never heard of. The Japanese star sells out venues
around the world and has opened for Lady Gaga despite
being only 16 years old.

20

And she will always be 16, because this pixie sensation is
actually a computer program created by Crypton Future
Media.

From the Future – was introduced in 2007 as an avatar to
help sell a voice synthesizer for Yamaha. She quickly took
on a life of her own as fans created and uploaded songs
for her to sing. The next logical step for any budding
singer – human or apparently otherwise – was to go
on tour. This summer, Miku’s hologram is filling venues
across Canada, the US and Mexico, with the distinctly
human band Anamanaguchi opening for her.

Hatsune - her full name appropriately means First Sound

Even jaded critics are amazed.
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“I was immediately blown away, at least visually,” wrote
Sam Machkovech for arstechnica after seeing her in
Seattle. “The concert’s incredibly wide projection screen
offered a clean, realistic-looking view of Hatsune from
every angle I tried at the venue. Of course, no seat at the
Wamu Theater let me see an illusion-breaking side angle,
but wherever I stood, it looked like a 3D, computergenerated anime diva had really come to life.“
And just like many human performers are said to be at
their best live, the same seems to true for the digital pop
star.
“All of the CGI characters were running at some insane
projection refresh: nothing less than 120 frames per
second,” said Machkovech.” You can watch all of the
Hatsune Miku videos on YouTube you want, but their 30
or 60 FPS refresh doesn’t come close to selling what it’s
like to see this incredibly rendered vocaloid in the same
room.”
As a CGI, Hatsune looks like many Japanese anime
characters and a long way from the Uncanny Valley, where
more life-like avatars can make some people feel uneasy.
But just like fans are continuously adding to her song list,
visual effects artists are working on her appearance.
Tetsuya Nomura, a designer at game developer Square
Enix designer who created characters for the Final Fantasy
series, released a version of Hatsune that was less a
cartoon and much more like a real-life Cosplayer. And
with image technology spreading, her fans are moving on
from just creating songs to making videos, making the
crowd-sourced digital superstar even more popular.
What does the rise of singing and touring computer
programs mean for the live music business, apart from
not having to book hotel rooms and deal with diva
behaviour? The rapid evolution of arts and technology
makes it impossible to say, because it’s not just the line
between the human and digital worlds that continues to
blur. The line between performers and support crew will
also start to disappear with the real artists increasingly
behind the stage, rather than on it.
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FROM LIGHTING
EFFECTS TO THE
ARMIN EFFECT

CONCERTS WILL NEVER BE THE SAME
I mages from youtube.com/YouVisitVideos
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One of the highlights of the tech show CES 2016 this year
was the DJ Armin Van Buuren. Not because he was there
in person, but because a small virtual reality company
filmed him live at the TomorrowLand music festival and
produced a virtual reality video so realistic and personal
that it has since been called The Armin Effect.
Youvisit was a VR company known for capturing highly
realistic perspectives of college campuses and holiday
destinations so it was bit of a surprise when organisers of
Tomorrowland invited them to film their massive outdoor
event attended by almost 200,000 fans.
Undaunted, PJ Morreale, YouVisit’s senior director of
operations, created a camera rig featuring multiple DSLR
cameras that allowed him to capture high definition
images throughout the festival, from among the fans to
backstage and on the stage itself.
The resulting video was a smash success with people
in over 100 countries. The Armin Effect can be viewed
at the Youvisit website here: www.youvisit.com/tour/
thearmineffect.
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“It’s not just recreating the experience,
it’s taking them places where no one
gets to go,” Morreale said, according
to the Huffington Post.
VR cameras follow artists as they
prepare for and wind down from
shows, as well as putting viewers
on the stage among the artists. And
this will be a challenge for traditional
lighting practises because the real
benefit of 3D cameras is to highlight
places that are usually unlit.
We’re used to seeing an artist perform
facing the lights, but the thrill of 3D
is to feel the rush while facing the
audience or having a more intimate
look over a drummer’s shoulder.
A “wide range of lighting situations
need to be accounted for,” said Miles
Perkins, marketing VP at Jaunt VR in
a recent Electronic Beats interview.
“The best recordings make the
audience feel like they are in a spot
that they otherwise could never be
in.”
But the audience will be there soon.
Youvisit is just one of many VR
companies racing toward 3D concert
experiences. NextVR has captured
performances for Coldplay, and now
the heavy hitters in entertainment
are getting involved. Universal Media
Group, the world’s biggest record
label, announced earlier this year that
they will be producing virtual reality
versions of several concerts in 2016.
Virtual reality is the new reality.
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CAMPUSES
SAY YES TO
TECHNOLOGY
Photos cour tesy of Cit y of Cuper tino

Apple is spending $5 billion on their new giant circular
campus, Facebook just finished theirs. Google is building
a sci-fi extravaganza and schools across the world are
being updated and outfitted with the latest technological
wizardry from lightning fast wi-fi to beacons and video
walls. Teachers like to talk about learning the 3 R’s. Here
we talk about the 4 T’s for education in the future.
The Teacher
Take your car to the garage and the technician will plug it
into a computer. Go to McDonalds and you can tap your
order onto a screen. Book a holiday and the reservations,
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special requests and payment are all done online. But
go to school and you sit at a desk while a teacher
talks, hands around pieces of paper and scribbles with
chalk. A student from 100 years ago would be perfectly
comfortable in a classroom today.
That might be starting to change thanks to people like Jill
Watson. As a teaching assistant at the Georgia Institute of
Technology, her job was to respond to student questions,
remind them of assignments and pose questions to
trigger conversations about the course material.

INFOCOMM TECHNOLOGY

· Special Feature

She’s also not real. Watson is a
computer program that not only
worked with over 300 students
for months without raising any
suspicions, it was well liked, with
one student saying he was about to
nominate the TA as “outstanding.”
The Transcript
All
records
of
a
student’s
achievements are currently held by
the university in a transcript of their
grades. If an employer wants to
confirm they’re genuine, the university
is where they go. If a person has
multiple credentials or degrees, that’s
several organizations that need to be
contacted for confirmation.
To speed things along, some schools
are considering the use of blockchain
technology
to
record
student
achievement, so that the transcript is
no longer owned by the school, but
controlled by the student and easily
accessed by others. The MIT Media
Lab has already started issuing these
digital certificates. If they catch on,
individuals will be able to present a
single digital record containing all
the courses and degrees they have
completed. And universities will have
one less administrative task to do.
The Talker
We all know this person. They use a
class or meeting as an opportunity
to talk, talk and talk some more.
UCLA has tapped several students
to develop an app that would use
speech
recognition
analysis
to

identify and ultimately prevent an individual from dominating a meeting and
thereby lowering the overall productivity of the group. The app would also
help to identify subjects that spur the most engagement.
The Tablet
If our visitor from 100 years ago was to be surprised by one thing in the
modern classroom, it would be the presence of the iPad or other tablet
devices. In the UK, over 70% of schools are using tablets in class. Apple
has sold over 10 million iPads directly to schools. But here we have one
the few examples where technology may do more harm than good. Recent
studies have shown the devices have not improved learning outcomes, which
might explain why some schools are ditching the devices and Asian education
leaders like Singapore have been reluctant to adopt them.
While schools were rushing to buy iPads for their students, famed Apple designer
Jonathan Ive was keeping his twin boys away from them. When Steve Jobs was
asked what his kids thought of the iPad, he said: “They haven’t used it.”
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World’s biggest
laser light show,
and it’s just the
beginning
W

hen a laser show is being measured by the tonne you
know something unusual is happening. Earlier this
year in Milan, over 220 laser fixtures and 32 smoke
machines were used to light up a square kilometre of the city.
That’s 10 tonnes of fixtures and probably the biggest laser
show the world has ever seen.
Lasers have come a long way from smoke-filled concerts
by Pink Floyd and The Who in the 1970s. They’re used in
everything from Walmart price scanners to fusion reactors and
guided bombs. They have to overcome some unique hurdles
too. Christmas holiday displays with lasers have blinded pilots
at 13,000 feet, and they’re one of the very few things banned
at the famously anything-goes Burning Man festival.
But the future remains bright for laser entertainment. Here are
a couple things to look forward to.
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Floating Images
The Japanese company Aerial Burton uses light to form
images in the air. They direct a 1kHz infrared pulse laser
into a 3D scanner that then focuses the pulses on predefined points to create short-lived flashes of light. It works
better in water than air but they’re continuing to improve
the resolution. The designers’ goal is to provide 3D images
during emergencies and evacuations, but the potential for
sending images over audiences and through city streets is
a visual effects dream-come-true.
You don’t want to touch these images, unless you want an
instant sunburn or worse. But other Japanese researchers
are working on femtosecond lasers that create floating
images that you can touch. Using a laser that pulses in
just a few tens of femtoseconds - femotosecond is one
millionth of one billionth of one second - the researchers
are able to create a physical sensation without causing any
damage. It will be an interesting day when concert-goers
are first asked to feel the light.
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Image produced by K imchi and Chips
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LED Killer
Hardly a day goes by without hearing of theatres and arenas
replacing their lights with LEDs. They use less electricity,
are easily dimmed and can be controlled by smartphones
to produce almost any colour you desire. But the end of
LEDs may already be in sight. Since lasers were invented in
the 1960s no one has been able to produce a white laser.
Till now. Using a layer of semiconductor that’s 1,000 times
thinner than a human hair, researchers at the University of
Arizona were able to create a device that could produce a
laser in all visible colours, and when the total field of colour
was collected, a white laser emerged.
Not only would white lasers be brighter and more energy
efficient, they could provide more accurate and vivid colors
for displays. As a bonus, a room that uses a white laser
for lighting could double as a medium for communication.
Called Li-Fi for light-based wireless communication, as
opposed to Wi-Fi using radio waves, Li-Fi could be more
than 10 times faster than Wi-Fi, and white laser Li-Fi could
be 10 to 100 times faster than the LED based Li-Fi now
being developed.
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SUN RISES ON PLANET J
THANKS TO ETC
Photos cour tesy of Derek Marion from StandardVision
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Macao is famous for its casinos but when it comes to games for kids there
hasn’t been much to see. Till now. Planet J at the Sands Cotai Central has
created a 100,000 square foot air-conditioned medieval kingdom that allows
children and adults alike to interact with mythical creatures and stories.
When millions of visitors immerse themselves in this sophisticated role-playing
environment they will do so under lights that include ETC Selador Desire
luminaires, Source Four LED fixtures, and Unison Mosaic and Paradigm
architectural systems.
“The lighting will change as players interact with their surroundings,” said
Derek Warrick, the lighting and systems design manager from StandardVision,
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the company that the lighting
system for Planet J. “This means a
lot of programming and interaction
between computer systems. It also
means that the park will look different
from minute to minute, so you will get
a unique visit every time.”
The park is divided into eight zones,
each with a unique theme and lighting
concept. To create the magical world
that makes people feel like part of
the story, Warrick employs an LED
system that includes ETC fixtures with
the unique x7 Color System blending
seven LED colors, embedded into
scenic elements to complement the
ambient lighting fixtures.
“The x7 Color System provides such
a full color spectrum, that people
walking through the park look
great, and we didn’t have too many
surprises when we lit the scenery,”
describes Warrick. “They are very
well designed.”
Planet J has hundreds of ETC LED
luminaires installed, including 483
Source Four LED Lustr+, 575 Desire
D60 Vivid, 255 Desire D22 Lustr+,
and 37 Desire D40 Vivid fixtures.
“These fixtures have great light
output and color rendering,” Warrick
explains. “The RDM capability saved
countless hours and days of work.”
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BROADWAY MUSICAL HAMILTON
OPTS FOR ALCONS
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Based on the life of Alexander Hamilton, of the USA’s
founding fathers, Hamilton - An American Musical is
enjoying enormous commercial and critical success on
Broadway, being the hottest ticket in decades. The show
has already earned the 2016 Pulitzer Prize for Drama and
the 2016 Grammy for Best Musical Theater Album, while
being nominated for 16 Tony awards.
Having gained success with an Alcons system on the Steve
Martin/Edie Brickell musical Bright Star, sound designer
Nevin Steinberg opted to use Alcons again on Hamilton’s
Broadway run.
Hamilton, with music and lyrics written by Tony-award and
Grammy-award winner Lin-Manuel Miranda, is unusual in
that it extends the musical dynamic range of Broadway. The
music ranges from sparse ballads, via R&B and hip-hop, to
a fully-fledged rap battle and the whole show is completely
‘sung-through’ - meaning that the lyrics provide the only
plot information the audience receives.
The show features 21 cast members which are
accompanied by a 10-piece orchestra featuring drums,
bass, guitars, percussion, violins, viola, cello and
keyboards.
“I needed to generate a very muscular, yet incredibly highfidelity experience for the audience, with tremendous
focus and clarity,” says Nevin, famed for Broadway theatre
productions like Rodgers and Hammerstein’s “Cinderella”,
“It Shoulda Been You”, “Mothers and Sons” a.o.
“I knew that the Alcons LR7, which was perfect for Bright
Star, wasn’t the right solution for this show. But my positive

experience with the LR7 was a major factor in auditioning
Alcons point source products for use on Hamilton. I did
some critical listening of the SR9 and the VR8, and they
proved ideal for this production.”
Twelve Alcons VR8 and eight SR9 are included in the
audio system for Hamilton. The VR8 is a compact monitor,
with a single 8” reflex-vented mid-bass and the RBN401
4” pro-ribbon driver on a 90 x 40 degree waveguide for
mid/high frequencies; The SR9 is a fill-monitor, featuring
double 5” mid-bass in a sealed box, with the RBN401 4”
pro-ribbon driver on a 120 x 15 degree waveguide. Both
systems share Alcons’ proprietary and multiple-patented
pro-ribbon transducer technology for an intuitive linear
response and high SPLs with up to 90% less distortion.
Alcons Sentinel10 amplified loudspeaker controllers are
the dedicated drive-engines for the Alcons pro-ribbon
systems; The 4-in/4-out 10kW controllers are deployed
through their up-to-192kHz digital inputs, for an all-digital
signal chain.
“Dave Rahn at Alcons USA was incredibly helpful, making
sure that I got a good listen to the products that I was
interested in and then following through with the theatrical
sound vendor PRG Audio to co-ordinate priority shipping
and on-time delivery for our production schedule on
Broadway,” says Nevin.
“Audience response to the sound has been very positive,
along with their response to the rest of the production. The
show is quite special, and the people who have seen it are
pretty overwhelmed by the experience. I feel very lucky to
be a part of it.”
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DJ ICON ERIC PRYDZ CALLS
ON AVOLITES FOR US TOUR
Photo Credits rukes.com
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Superstar DJ Eric Prydz premiered his EPIC 4.0 shows
in America this spring, backed up by his ‘dream team’ of
long-time entertainment technology collaborators, RES,
to create a colossal visual show driven by Avolites Ai S4
servers.
Playing a total of seven shows spread across New
York’s Terminal 5, LA’s Hollywood Palladium and the San
Francisco Armory, EPIC 4.0 was the fourth incarnation of
Prydz’s now legendary assault on the senses. They mix,
as online electronic music magazine Resident Advisor
states, ‘an arsenal of big room tunes with stadium rocklevel visuals’.
The behind the scenes team is comprised of Mark Calvert
of RES as Production Director, Liam Tomaszewski as
Creative Director and VJ, Ross Chapple as Lighting

Designer, Ian Gotts as Tour Production Manager, Dave
Green as Ai Programmer, PRG, PRG Nocturne USA and
Lightware USA.
The core element of the ambitious show was another
magical-looking hologram, which seemed to float centre
stage in front of Prydz as he performs.
“The visual effect for the audience is that Eric appears
behind or even as part of the hologram visuals,” explains
Calvert. “The hologram content was projected onto a
gauze cube surrounding Eric at double the normal speed
- 50 frames per second instead of the often used 25 fps,
via the Avolites Ai S4 server. This was used to achieve a
fluid smooth look which meant that the Ai S4 processors
were working twice as hard to drive the content, which
they handled comfortably.”
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“The S4 worked perfectly throughout and never missed a beat. Unbelievably,
the entire show was just two HD outputs: one to the projectors and one to the
LED screens, which is remarkable considering how much is going on. It is also
testament to Ai that we can pixel map and control in such a way with only two
outputs - all live, absolutely no timecoded, timelines or pre-programming.”
The team toured with one S4 as the main server and another as backup. Dave
Green set up the Ai servers to be triggered by Liam Tomaszewski’s Livid MIDI
device which, due to Tomaszewski’s long term collaboration with Prydz and
the S4’s speed, mixing was spot on every time. All of the animation content
was pre-designed by Tomaszewski and beamed via projectors onto the cube.
The opening content was designed by LA-based visuals supremo GMUNK.
“People who work in the industry and came to the performance thought the
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whole show was timecoded rather than triggered live,” adds Calvert. “Eric
changes his shows each time he performs, so Tomaszewski and LD Ross
Chapple had to be on it to ensure the whole thing came together as beautifully
as it did.”
Surrounding Prydz on stage were more PRG LED screens, giving the shape
of a cube to the audience. To add to the visual effects, Chapple created a
fast-paced design using a rig which consisted of Clay Paky Sharpys (in NYC),
Robe Pointes (in California), Mac Auras, Atomic Strobes, Blinders and six
30Watt RGB Lasers.
The concept was the brainchild of Calvert, Green and Tomaszewski who
created the initial drawings before passing the designs to PRG who devised
CAD drawings to reflect the dimensions of each venue.
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AYRTON FIXTURES TOUR US
WITH JASON ALDEAN
Photo Credits ©Chris & Todd O w young

Three-time and reigning Male Vocalist of the Year at the
ACM Awards, Jason Aldean, is currently on tour across
America, having completed the Australian leg, with his
We Were Here tour, named after his single Gonna Know
We Were Here.
Lighting designer, Mike Swinford, of UpLate Design Inc,
was intent on bringing a fresh new look to the country
singer’s headline tour, using modern technology and new
lighting tools to achieve an inspirational design that would
be very different from what Aldean was accustomed to.
Included in his design are a plethora of lighting fixtures
from Ayrton that include MagicDot™-R, MagicRing™-R9,
IntelliPix™-R and the award-winning MagicBlade™-R.
“We wanted a departure from the very large ‘rock’ lighting
look that we had last year,” explains Swinford. “We
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started the current tour with a new set based upon many
diamond shapes, with diamond-shaped video screens
upstage, V-shaped stair treads and thrust tips, and five
square lighting pods on Whirligigs which can be twisted
into diamond shapes above the artists. To add to this
cutting-edge look, we wanted a different style of lighting
fixture that would really pop. Ayrton was a good place to
look as the company produces unique lighting equipment
that looks totally different from any others. What we
ended up with was a veritable Ayrton showcase!”
Swinford is very familiar with Ayrton having been one
of the first lighting designers in the USA to tour with
MagicPanel™ 602 fixtures with Florida Georgia Line in
2013. “We had seen the MagicPanel™602 demo video
online at first, but when we saw it in rehearsals we were
totally floored by it! It also proved extremely reliable and

Installation Technologies

robust so, despite having no direct experience with them,
we decided to try the MagicBlade™-R and MagicDot™-R
for Aldean’s tour,” he says.
“We took the five diamond video screens upstage and
decided to add a surround accent around the large central
screen. We chose 40 MagicBlade-R fixtures to delineate its
outline and create a border. We then use the smooth pan
and tilt movement to modulate the shape of the borders
during the songs, change the angles of the Blades to
create geometric patterns, and use the individual emitters
to texture the ‘face’ of the fixtures. At other times, we
run some very geometric video content through them,
designed by creative designer Raj Kapoor, to make use
of the lighting portion of the wall, each time altering the
appearance of the border. It’s turned out really well.”
“The line of MagicBlades around the screen is really cool
and something very different, especially for a country
artist,” agrees Swinford’s programmer, Mark Butts. “We
use them as edge lighting, as a frame for the video screen
and as straight effects. They are versatile and unique
fixtures that lend themselves well to the diamond shape
of the screen.”
The five overhead lighting pods provide the most dynamic
element of the show. Each is formed of 36 MagicDot™-R
fixtures (180 in total) arranged in a 6 x 6 matrix and rigged
on Show Rig Whirligigs. These Whirligigs move vertically
up and down, track up and down stage, and rotate 360°
to give movement across the full X, Y and Z axes. The
pods are deployed directly above the stage and obliquely

at different angles, sometimes right down almost to stage
level, and at one point form a wall behind the band as
they perform on the forestage. “The pods give us an
infinite number of very dynamic, versatile looks which we
change for each song and sometimes in the middle of
numbers,” says Swinford.
“The MagicDots are programmed in banks to produce
formations of sweeps and rolls,” says Butts. “Having
a big array of fixtures lends itself to almost limitless
combinations of colours and shapes. I make extensive
use of the Grand MA2 layout views and the effects to
create complex selections and looks.”
This is the first time Swinford has used MagicDot-R and,
as a result, elected to use them on the NBA All Star game
in Toronto.
Ten of Ayrton’s giants, the MagicRing™-R9, line the
upstage runway behind the band where the large faces
of the fixtures are perfect for presenting graphics
and creating bold beam strokes. “We were looking for
something big and bold with a great output to use as a
floor accent light,” says Swinford “The MagicRing-R9 just
had to be tried. They are very powerful beasts and really
very nice. We have great fun with them - I just wish they
had a zoom on them!”
Finally 24 Ayrton IntelliPix-R panels are embedded
around the perimeter of the front thrust stage, providing
an illuminated focal point in close proximity with the
audience, with Aldean in the centre surrounded by light.
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HALSEY ILLUMINATES
BADLANDS TOUR WITH AYRTON
46
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American singer and songwriter Halsey kicked off the
European section of her Badlands tour at Glasgow’s O2
Academy earlier this year.
Creative Directors of production design company
Okulus, Louis Oliver and James Scott, turned to Ayrton
once again when creating an adaptable lighting design
which could be modified to suit all of the venues in the
European tour dates. The designers chose the clean lines
and angular appearance of Ayrton MagicBlade™-R and

MagicPanel™-R fixtures to illuminate Halsey’s performance
at Brixton Academy in February which formed a key part of
a flexible system that could be easily adapted for the whole
European leg of the tour.
“Halsey gave us only one key item of direction, that
she wanted a set based on ‘V’ shapes,” says Oliver.
“We continued that visual element through the whole
environment, starting with a V-shaped stage, three
V-shaped upstage ramps, a V-shaped video screen
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backdrop and the whole topped off
by an inverted V-shaped lighting
truss arrangement which was angled
forward at 45°.”
The lighting trusses were formed of
three pairs of angled arms that sweep
upstage, on which were rigged 36
MagicPanel-R units, grouped into
multiple banks of three. The truss
arms were also outrigged with 30
MagicBlade-R fixtures, which were
evenly distributed along their length
to outline the ‘V’ structure.
“We used the MagicPanels and
the MagicBlades both as block
light sources and for pixel effects
purposes,” explains Scott. The
MagicBlade-R units were used to
accentuate the shape of the V trusses
with their unique configuration of
in-line LEDs, and to create mid-air
patterns using individual emitters.
“We used the MagicBlade-R’s 360°
infinite pan feature on one number,
Hurricane, where we programmed a
slow infinite pan with a slow dimmer
effect to create an almost tornado-like
swirling effect.
“We used the MagicPanels in a rather
different manner, effectively treating
them as textural washlights with
the capability of producing a lot of
interesting patterns. We ran simple
dimmer chases across the face of
the panels during some numbers, or
programming them as two groups with
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the inner and outer cells used to create
different shapes, treating them as two
different fixtures. We also pixel mapped
the panels direct from the console,
making use of MagicPanel’s 5 x 5 grid
configuration to create patterns.”
“We used all the Ayrton fixtures in the
most extended mode which gave us
complete control over every feature of
the units, and access to all that these
fixtures can do,” adds Oliver. “We
prefer to do this rather than falling
back on built-in effects as it allows
us to develop our ideas with great
precision.”
Scott and Oliver also chose to use
the MagicPanel-R fixtures to light the
audience. “Halsey loves to see her
audience when she is on stage, so
instead of going down the traditional
Molefay route, and blinding the
audience, most of our focus positions
on the MagicPanel-R fixtures would
bleed onto the front few rows of the
crowd, this worked really well to
achieve two goals: firstly it drew the
audience into specific moments of
the show and secondly, it gave our
artist what she wanted - a visual
connection to those for whom she
was performing,” says Oliver. “They
were perfect for this job.”
The show was programmed and timecoded on a GrandMA2 which was
operated during the show by Mike
Sheck.
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THE KILLERS LIGHT IT UP
WITH NEW LOGO
Photo Credits ©Erik kabik.com

When Lighting Designer Steven Douglas was looking for a
new way to showcase the logo for rock group The Killers,
his previous experience with Ayrton MagicDot™-R proved
to be key.
“We’ve had various incarnations of the logo over the years;
I’d always thought it would be cool to build a giant ‘K’ out
of moving lights but I was always put off by the size and
weight it would inevitably end up being as well as the space
needed between fixtures to allow to the head to move.”
“When I saw the MagicDot-Rs for the first time it was exciting
to think I had found a solution to the problem. Being able
to mount the MagicDots closer together because they are
so small and do not move outside of the radius of the head
itself meant that the concept was now a workable design.
I spent a lot of time going back and forth with the guys
at Ambersphere Solutions getting them lay out fixtures at
different intervals and send me pictures so I could see in
real life the gaps I had toyed around with in Vectorworks. As
always, they were more than happy to oblige.”
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Douglas was concerned that, by trying to replicate the
band’s logo exactly, the dots would be too close together
and simply produce a clump of light with little or no
definition. Scale was also an important factor; the supersize ‘K’ needed to be in proportion to the stage and the
lighting rig without losing the identity of the original font in
the logo.
He continues. “Once we had figured out what we reckoned
was the right separation between the units so we had clarity
between each dot but retained a clear connection with the
logo, I arrived at Ambersphere with biscuits in hand so
we could do a proper shoot-out. It was essential that the
MagicDots were not going to be too bright when pointing
straight out into the audience even though I only use them
at full-on and directly into the FoH area twice in the show.
One of the great features of the fixtures was being able
to spin them right round and point back onto itself and a
glowing ‘K’; the symbol is fully lit but without any intrusion
into the audience space.”
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DON QUIXOTE BALLET FEATURES
CLAY PAKY LIGHTS

Philadelphia-based lighting designer
Michael Korsch selected Clay Paky
Alpha Spot QWO 800 and Alpha
Profile 800 ST moving lights as part of
the rig for the world premiere of “Don
Quixote” at the Pennsylvania Ballet.
A lighting and scenic designer who
frequently works in dance, Korsch
has many years experience using Clay
Paky products. A big fan of the Alpha
Spot HPE 1500, he incorporated
three of them into his lighting design
for “Alchemia,” a MOMIX production
that premiered in 2013 and has been
touring internationally ever since.
“Don Quixote” was created by
Angel Corella, artistic director of
the Pennsylvania Ballet, with music
by Ludwig Minkus. The new ballet
features authentic Spanish-flavored
dance and comic interludes to bring
to life a story based on Cervantes’s
classic novel. The production was
staged from March 3-13 at the
Academy of Music in Philadelphia.
Main Light Industries supplied the
Clay Paky fixtures for Korsch’s lighting
design.
“This is a story ballet, a more
theatrically-based production,” says
Korsch. “The scenes take place in
a few different locations at different
times of day. For the 1st act and
second half of the 3rd act, Angel

wanted to capture the sunlit feeling of a town square in Spain. The 2nd act
opens with a gypsy camp scene, which then leads into a dream sequence.
Those two scenes have a more surreal, night feel. The 3rd act opens with an
evening scene taking place outside of a tavern. The lighting needed to strike
a balance among the dancers, scenery and costumes and to help direct the
focus of the audience to the story being told.”
Korsch deployed Alpha Spot QWO 800s and Alpha Profile 800 ST fixtures on
“Don Quixote,” which featured a large, two-story set from San Diego Opera.
“The QWOs and Alpha Profiles were used to light the scenery and focus on
characters or special areas. They also served as stage washes to supplement
the conventional rig,” he explains.
“The shutters on the Profiles allowed me to control the shape of the light so
I could focus onto one piece of scenery and not another. The fixtures’ wide
zoom was very helpful too – it’s something I was looking for,” Korsch adds.
He also cites their color mixing and gobo selection and the quality of the light
output. “They are bright for 800w fixtures,” he notes.
“The lights have performed very well,” says Korsch. “We haven’t experienced
any issues with them.”
He concludes that “the staff at Main Light has been good to me for many years.
They have great customer support and well-maintained gear.”
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EUROVISION TURNS 61
WITH STOCKHOLM BASH
Photo Credits R alph Larmann
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Award-winning lighting designer Fredrik Jönsson applied
a vast number of Clay Paky Mythos, Sharpy, Sharpy Wash
330 and brand new Scenius to create the broadcastready, glittering extravaganza that was the Eurovision
Song Contest 2016.
Now in its 61st year and themed ‘Come Together’,
Eurovision was sponsored by OSRAM and hosted by last
year’s victor Sweden at Stockholm’s Globe Arena and
watched by millions around the world.
Jönsson, who was the lighting designer for Eurovision
2013 and created the visual look of Swedish winner Måns
Zelmerlöf’s performance at last year’s contest, specified
120 Mythos, 308 Sharpys, 166 Sharpy Wash 330s and 58
Scenius to create each delegation’s uniquely spectacular
visual story.

“Clay Paky’s new Scenius was the main profile workhorse
of the rig,” explains Jönsson. “We were really impressed
with its sharp optics and brand new OSRAM lamp which
offers fantastic colour rendering – the white is actually
white and not tinged blue or green. For a designer like me
who works a lot on large televised events, this high CRI
light source is a real game-changer.”
Ola Melzig, technical director of Eurovision 2016, agrees:
“The new Scenius is amazing - it is most probably the
best light for television ever made. The white is so white
- the CRI levels are absolutely perfect.”
Scenius is the latest addition to Clay Paky’s industryleading range of moving heads. Their optics, combined
with its new 1400W OSRAM discharge lamp, deliver
powerful output and CRI.
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Official technical supplier for the event [LITE]COM
supplied the extensive package of Clay Paky fixtures with
partners AED Distribution and Woodlite.
Working with Eurovision’s technical and creative teams,
Jönsson arranged the Scenius above the stage on
straight truss. From here the fixtures worked with the
Mythos, Sharpy and Sharpy Wash 330S to complement
the ‘infinity’-style perspective of Frida Arvidsson and
Viktor Brattström’s bold set design.
“There is a reason 50% of the rig is Clay Paky,” adds
Melzig. “They have proven to be very reliable fixtures,
with colours that are ideal for television. You also get a lot
of bang for your buck, especially with the Sharpy series.”
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ROYAL ALBERT HALL AWASH IN
CLAY PAKY LIGHTING
Photo Credits Paul S anders cour tesy of R aymond Gubbay Ltd
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A symphony of Clay Paky Mythos, Sharpy, Sharpy Wash,
Alpha Spot HPE 1500 and Alpha Spot HPE 700 fixtures
created a dynamic lighting show designed by Durham
Marenghi for the annual Classical Spectacular at London’s
Royal Albert Hall in March.
Billed as ‘the UK’s most popular classic music show’,
the performance features not only the aural beauty of the

Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, conducted by John Rigby,
but also state of the art lighting and laser technology to
create a visual feast as well.
Put on by the legendary classic music promoter Raymond
Gubbay, the dramatic overtures were complemented by
cannons, guns and 2,000 indoor fireworks, which brought
the show to its famous thundering finale.
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To achieve the bombastic looks,
Marenghi carefully selected a rig of
Clay Paky fixtures which were suitable
for the splendour of the Royal Albert
Hall but also produced the latest
effects to wow the audience.
Clay Paky Sharpys were rigged above
the floor seating and programmed
to create a rainbow of colour, using
the Sharpys’ precise and powerful
beam. The Sharpy offers 14 different
colours and 17 gobos, allowing you
to change the shape of the beam and
create an array of spectacular mid-air
effects.
“The optics of all the Clay Paky fixtures
we used are wonderful, allowing me
to create a multitude of effects with
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far fewer fixtures,” says Marenghi.
“We all know that the Sharpys are
bright, but seeing what they are
capable of, ‘searching’ the hall and
beaming onto the audience with such
vivid colours was incredible.”
Marenghi specified Sharpy Wash
fixtures for general wash on the
stage, the orchestra and singers, and
to light the conductor’s position.
The finale of the show featured a
huge Union Jack flag unfurling from
the ceiling and over the organ as
balloons and streamers were released
from the roof. To light the flag, which
was the centrepoint of the dramatic
ending, Marenghi specified four Clay
Paky Mythos fixtures.
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“Mythos are fantastically bright with
an outstandingly large light beam
and beam angle, which allowed us
to light the entirety of the Royal
Albert Hall’s organ and the flag as
it descended, with just four lights!”
adds Marenghi.
The Clay Paky fixtures were supplied
by Stage Electrics with the Alpha
Spot HPE 1500s, in the main rig
and HPE 700s on the stage floor.
From here the fixtures supplied the
aerial and stage wash gobo effects
alongside the general stage washes
from the Sharpy Wash 330s.
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“We
have
a
strong
ongoing
relationship with Clay Paky as they
have an ear for lighting designers
and their aspirations regarding new
fixtures, they take a lot of feedback
from LDs and turn that into some
fantastic and innovative products,”
says Marenghi. “As the lighting
designer, it’s my responsbility to
choose the best technology available
for the job.”
Six Classical Spectacular shows took
place over four days at London’s
Majestic Royal Albert Hall in March
2016.
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K-POP LIGHTSHOW
DAZZLES MANILA FANS

One of the biggest boy bands in
K-pop, EXO, have played their first
two concerts outside of Korea with a
high-impact lighting design by Moon
Won Jun of Lite Factory using over
200 Clay Paky fixtures in Manila,
Philippines.
PMX Trading and Technical Services
supplied a full technical package to
the two consecutive dates, including
130 x Clay Paky Sharpys, 50 x Sharpy
Wash 330s, 16 x A.leda B-EYE K20s
and a mix of 42 Stormy CC and Stormy
LED strobes. The sold-out concerts
took place at Manila’s 20,000-capacity
SM Mall of Asia arena.
“In
my
experience,
Korean
productions are all about having
the latest technology and the most
spectacular lighting designs,” says
technical director Dwight Carvajal
of Beatbox DJ Store & Launch Pad
Events, which operates under Launch
Pad Consultancy Ventures Inc. “This is
why Mr Moon Wun Jun specified such
a large amount of Clay Paky fixtures
to achieve the high impact looks he
wanted.”
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Wun Jun’s design was centred on a hexagon-shaped stage that came out into
the audience, using the precise and rapidly-moving beams of the Clay Paky
Sharpys to cut through the output of the large video backwall.
The designer also employed the B-EYEs to create stunning graphic effects and
to wash areas of the stage in vibrant colour.
“The Clay Paky fixtures worked very well with the show’s video element to give
the best effects possible,” continues Carvajal.“I personally have always been a
huge fan of Clay Paky and hope to see more of these fixtures available in our
region as they are in high demand.”
EXO are one of the fastest-selling Korean artists of the last twelve years,
winning several Asian music awards in their short career. The shows, produced
by PULP Live World, took place on the 23 and 24 January 2016.
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dLIVE SHINES AT ALL-STAR
CONCERT IN CHINA

Allen & Heath’s dLive digital mixing
system was recently employed at
FOH for a large concert held at Jinhua
stadium, Zhejiang Province in China,
to promote the cultural relationship
between Kyrgyzstan and China.
The 30,000 seater venue hosted a
line-up, which included several top
artists from both countries, including
Asian super stars, Jay Chou, Wilber
Pan, Xie Tianxiao and Elva Hsiao.
Managed by PA company, Shanghai
Jiexin Entertainment Equipment Co.
Ltd., the production was technically
complex, featuring state-of-the-art
stage, lighting and sound systems.
The audio team employed more than
100 line array speakers to create
an optimal listening experience. For
signal control, a FOH mixing system
comprising the new dLive S7000
Control Surface and DM64 MixRack
was chosen.
“dLive has very flexible architecture
and a quick response, allowing us to
save a lot of time during sound check.
The bands were very happy with the

system,” explains FOH engineer, Chen Dong. “I also like the analogue-style
rotary knobs - they are so precise, even beyond my imagination! Also, the
built-in Rack FX and vast FX library provide more than enough tools for sound
shaping, so I don’t need any additional outboard equipment. dLive really shone
with excellent sound, easy-to use features and great reliability.”
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RADIOHEAD’S GREENWOOD
SELECTS DLIVE FOR LONDON
PERFORMANCE

Radiohead's Jonny Greenwood and
Israeli composer Shye Ben Tzur
recently staged the first full UK
performance of their new project,
Junun, at the London Barbican
with FOH engineer, Gavin McComb
selecting Allen & Heath's dLive
system to manage the diverse audio
requirements.
Heralded as "a powerful coming
together of Eastern and Western
musical traditions", Junun comprises
compositions performed by Ben Tzur
and the 9-piece Rajasthan Express
band,
with
Greenwood
adding
electronic elements.
"Having used iLive for many years,
this was my first opportunity to use
A&H's new dLive system," explains
McComb. "The Junun act is a big
sound with Indian drums, brass,
guitars, harmonium, percussion and
lots of vocals. For this gig there were
11 musicians on stage with a lot of
open mics. There was a fantastic
range of instrumentation to manage
but these guys can seriously play,
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they are so tight as an ensemble. I also have complete confidence in the audio
capabilities of A&H. Very little EQ was required for the instruments apart from
having to contain the room a little where the overall GEQ couldn't without
destroying large chunks of the sound."
The sold out gig reunited the musicians for the first time since they recorded
the album Junun, last year in India with Radiohead producer, Nigel Godrich.
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INDONESIAN CHURCH MIXES
IT UP WITH ALLEN & HEATH

As part of a major AV refurbishment,
Bethany Salatiga Church has become
one of the first Indonesian houses
of worship to install Allen & Heath's
dLive digital mixing system, along
with a ME personal monitoring
system.
Located in the city of Salatiga in
Semarang, Indonesia, the large
capacity Church needed a system
to manage FOH and monitors in the
main sanctuary, which hosts several
different traditional, modern and
youth services each day, as well as
broadcast feeds for its radio station.
"The church had the opportunity to
update its AV equipment, and after
much research, dLive came out on
top," explains member of Bethany's
technical
staff,
Samuel
Aderiel
Susanto. "Our church has been
using a GL3300 every day for the
past 13 years without any problems,
so we know A&H is reliable. With
the demands of a growing church
community, dLive's digital features
ensure we are able to manage all of
the audio challenges, such as live
recording."

The system comprises the flagship S7000 Control Surface and DM64 MixRack,
along with a ME-U and several ME-1 personal monitor mixers, provided by PT
ProMedia Innovative Solution and supported by distributor, Kairos Multi Jaya.
"dLive really makes my job easier. It's state of the art, very easy to use and
intuitive. Apart from having all the features you'd expect on a digital console, it
also has many practical assets, such as a port for the musicians' ME personal
monitoring system. As a bonus, the console also looks beautiful – you can tell
that every knob and fader was chosen with great consideration," adds sound
engineer, Wegig Satrija Puruhita.
"This console is very user friendly, especially for a sound engineer that is
new to digital mixing. The church hosts many different types of service and
the engineer needs to consider the requirements of every musician and
worshipper, which changes from one service to the next. With dLive's recall
options, the hard work is done, and audio can be consistent each time.
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Germano Studios Opts for
DPA Microphones

When Troy Germano, president and owner of Germano
Studios, was looking to add a modern, state-of-the-art
microphone that provided a clear, full range of sound to his
studio’s impressive inventory, he turned to DPA Microphones.
Located in the heart of Manhattan’s Noho District,
Germano Studios is a cutting edge recording studio that
caters to the highest end of R&B, pop, rock and hip-hop
artists. The boutique facility includes two recording and
mixing studios, and was designed to bring the best of both
worlds together in terms of digital and analog recording.
“DPA is an important company that represents quality
when it comes to recording microphones,” says Germano.
“After the introduction by Gabriel Antonini, [National
Sales Support/Business Development Manager for DPA
Microphones], the wide range of microphones that DPA
has to offer was the clear choice for us. We have gained
superior sound capture devices that are already aiding our
engineers in numerous tracking and overdub sessions. The
d:vote™ Instrument Microphones, the d:dicate™ 2011’s
and the d:screet™ Miniature mics were the missing jewels
that are now part of our treasure chest of equipment. The
use of the DPA mics on piano recordings have been a
true sonic revelation. The accuracy and transparency are
welcomed by our staff engineers and key clients.”
Germano Studios now have several DPA microphones in
its inventory, including the d:dicate™ 4018 Supercardioid
Microphone Capsule, a pair of d:vote™ Instrument
Microphones, a pair of the d:screet™ 4060s and 4061
Miniature Microphones, a pair of the d:dicate™ 2011C
Cardiod Microphones, and the d:screet™ BLM 4060
Boundary Layer Microphone.
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Kenta Yonesaka, Co-Chief Engineer at Germano Studios,
has been using the DPA mics since they arrived. “The
d:screet™ 4061 miniature mic has already become my
secret weapon. It’s an incredible sounding mic with high
sensitivity and a smooth high end boost, but what makes
it special is its extreme miniaturization and myriad of
accessories that lets you place this mic in unthinkable
places. My d:screet™ 4061 mics ended up deep inside
the soundboard of the piano almost touching the piano
wires. With some abusive compression, I was able to get a
raunchy tone that worked great for a particular rock track.
Combine that sound with room mics and you can get a
detailed, controlled picture of the piano with a lot of meat.
The d:screet™ 4061 will save your day when you need
to mic up a hard-to-reach percussion piece or when your
avant-garde singer wants to record the inside of a cassette
deck, but you will also find that it’s a mic that has flavor of
its own and will become one of those mics that you keep
grabbing for every session.”
In the time since Germano studios opened on June 8, 2008,
world-class recording artists, including Keith Richards,
Adele, Eric Clapton, Lady Gaga, John Mayer, Justin Bieber,
Kanye West, Rihanna, Mariah Carey, Beyonce, Chris
Martin, Carrie Underwood, Katy Perry, Dream Theater,
Mark Ronson, John Legend, Meghan Trainor, James Bay,
Kygo, Pentatonix, Zayn Malik, Bon Jovi and OneRepublic,
have all recorded there.
“It’s almost like cheating using these microphones,” adds
Yonesaka. “The rejection pattern is so smooth; you cannot
mess up with the placement. Whatever you want to bring
out with an EQ, it’s rich and present. These DPA mics bring
back the fun in seeking for unheard tones.”
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UK music outfits choose
DPA MICROPHONES

A selection of DPA microphones have been incorporated into
a unique rig that is designed to bring recording facilities to
three Birmingham, UK-based musical bodies.
Richard Meredith, director of London-based pro audio and
live sound specialists The Audio Dept., was charged with the
task of specifying the rig, which is jointly utilised by the City of
Birmingham Symphony Orchestra (CBSO), the Birmingham
Contemporary Music Group (BCMG) and Ex Cathedra. Its
portable nature means that it can be easily set up in several
venues used by the groups, including Birmingham Town Hall,
Birmingham Symphony Hall and The CBSO Centre, and used
for other recording duties in the venues, too.
At the heart of the rig is a stereo pair of d:dicate™ 2011A
Twin Diaphragm Cardioid Microphones. These are mounted
on flown DPA UA0387 stereo bars, specifically chosen for
the task by Meredith as they give visual markings for differing
stereo setups. The pool of recording equipment available to
the three groups includes eight d:vote™ 4099 Instrument
Microphones with clips to suit different orchestral instruments,
four d:screet™ 4060 Miniature Microphones for recording
instruments or speech and another pair of d:dicate™ 2011A
Microphones that can be used as a secondary pair.
“The three bodies involved wanted an audio and video
recording set up that would allow them to capture behind
the scenes interviews, rehearsals and performances for
their archives and for online content,” Meredith explains. “I
was charged with delivering the audio component and my
main criteria was to ensure consistently high quality sound,
regardless of which venue they were using.”
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NEW NETFLIX THRILLER
EMPLOYS DPA MIKES
When a nagging problem with one of his microphones required him to send it
back to the manufacturer, Production Sound Mixer Chris Durfy started looking
for a replacement to complete his work on the upcoming Netflix thriller,
Stranger Things. Durfy decided to give DPA Microphones a try.
Written and directed by Matt and Ross Duffer, Stranger Things is set in 1980s
Indiana. The show takes place after a young boy seemingly vanishes into thin
air. As friends, family and local police search for answers, they are drawn
into an extraordinary mystery involving top-secret experiments, terrifying
supernatural forces and one very strange little girl.
“I was looking for a reason to try DPA microphones, so when my existing mic
went down I took the opportunity to try them out,” says Durfy. “We bought the
d:dicate™ 4017 and 4018 Shotgun Microphones and are very pleased with
their sound, reach, flat response and imperviousness to RF and the humidity.”
On Stranger Things, Durfy uses his DPA mics to record audio for most of the
show’s stage work in the studio, as well as field shoots at various locations
off the stage. With a show of this type, Durfy and his crew never know what to
expect, so having flexible equipment capable of handling whatever is thrown
their way is very important.
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In addition to his DPA microphones,
Durfy’s rig also consists of the Sound
Devices PIX 260i rack-mount video/
audio recorder, a Yamaha QL1 mixing
console and Lectrosonics Venue and
Venue 2 wireless systems.
“Switching over to DPA streamlines
things for us because all of the
microphones have the same frequency
response,” adds Durfy. “From their
lavs to their shotguns, they all mix very
well. The fact that they are smaller and
lighter yet still have that big sound
is really important to us. Now that
we’ve got the DPA line, we absolutely
intend to continue to use them. The
mics make our work sound better. I’d
recommend that anyone go and listen
to a DPA microphone, give it a try and
see what you’ve been missing.”

“One of the things that I really like about the DPA line is that it is totally
modular,” adds Durfy. “You can switch from a d:dicate™ 4017 to a 4018 using
the same preamp in the time that it takes you to unscrew and re-screw in the
desired capsule. The d:dicate™ 4018 has a greater reach than what we were
previously using in the same situation. There was a gray area in between the
reach of the two microphones that we were previously using that DPA has just
pleasantly filled. The d:dicate™ 4018 delivers a great sound while reducing
some of the effects of the reverberant space, similar to what we were using in
the past but with more ‘bite’ when at a higher headroom.”

Chris is moving to the United
Kingdom this summer to ply his trade
across the pond and continue using
his DPA microphones while making
great television and film.
Starring Winona Ryder, Matthew
Modine, David Harbour and Finn
Wolfhard, Stranger Things will be
available for streaming on Netflix later
this year.
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Gearhouse Broadcast holds
court at The Australian Open

The 2016 Australian Open Tennis tournament saw more than
720,000 visitors take in the iconic Grand Slam from January
18 to 31 in Melbourne, with local host broadcaster the Seven
Network sending the major matches live Australia-wide.
International broadcasters including ESPN, beIN Sports,
SuperSport, Eurosport, CCTV, NHK and Sky transmitted
the action to hundreds of millions more. Backing up all the
broadcasters with the infrastructure they needed to cover
an international sporting event was Gearhouse Broadcast
Australia, whose relatively new Event Communications
division was on-site and using Clear-Com’s FreeSpeak II fullduplex wireless communications system.
“We used three FreeSpeak II systems for three broadcasters
including EPSN,” explained Jason Owen, Manager of Event
Communications at Gearhouse. “The main driver behind
choosing FreeSpeak II was the limitations we face with
regards to spectrum. Whilst we work very closely with the
ACMA for our broadcast and event communications licensing,
there are undoubtedly situations where there is simply not
enough usable spectrum available to deliver what our clients
need. Systems like FreeSpeak II, which operate in the DECT
class-licensed band, give us more flexibility. It’s a tool for
us to use to save traditional LMR spectrum. It offers higher
quality audio than a two-way radio, and because it’s a multi-
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channel device, it means users that users that currently wear
two radios and two headsets can wear just one FreeSpeak II
beltpack instead.”
The Australian Open is a long-term client of Gearhouse
Broadcast, whose footprint at the Tennis Centre had
been expanding gradually over the years. Gearhouse’s
Event Communications division, which started in mid2015, represents a significant part of the increase in their
responsibilities. “We’ve invested in Clear-Com because of
our growth,” elaborated Jason. “We have been contracted
as the comms provider for broadcast productions such as
‘Survivor’, ‘The Bachelor’, and ‘I’m a Celebrity…Get Me Out
of Here!’, as well as live productions like the Victorian and
New South Wales Schools Spectaculars.”
The Australian Open sees Gearhouse building and kitting out
several small studio spaces for guest broadcasters. “They
rent their own studio space, which we facilitate in terms
of broadcast equipment,” Jason continued. “They have all
the normal staff a broadcast studio would have, but they’re
all on wireless comms; it forms an essential part of their
workflow. So instead of wasting a two-way radio on such a
small environment, we can use FreeSpeak II and free up UHF
channels.”
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Robert Juliat provides
lanterns for Netherlands
Royal Theatre

The Koninklijke Schouwburg, or Royal Theatre, in The
Hague has recently taken stock of a large number of Robert
Juliat 614SX 1200W tungsten profile lanterns, supplied
by Robert Juliat’s project partner for the Netherlands,
Controllux, in a major refreshment of its lighting inventory.
Built at the end of the eighteenth century as a palace for
Prince Charles of Nassau-Weilburg, the beautiful building
of the Koninklijke Schouwburg was transformed into a
theatre in 1804 and is now one of the oldest theatres in
The Netherlands. It hosts a programme of international
theatre productions, musicals, cabaret and dance, in
addition to a season from the award-winning Amsterdam
Baroque Opera, and plays from its own national theatre
company, Het Nationale Toneel.
Having undergone extensive refurbishment from 19971999 to modernize the venue, it was apparent that, fifteen
years later, the theatre’s lighting was in need of updating.
“The team at Koninklijke Schouwburg wanted to replace
its large stock of 750W HPL ellipsoidal fixtures with
something brighter, and with a better projection quality,”
says Controllux’s Kuno van Velzen.
Kuno Van Velzen is very familiar with the theatre and its
technicians, both from having worked there often, and
in his position as Sales Manager at Controllux, which
has a longstanding, trusted relationship with Koninklijke
Schouwburg. His experience meant he had a good
understanding of what fixtures were needed to fill the

team’s requirements.
“I recommended they try Robert Juliat’s 600 Series
1200W condenser zoom profiles,” he says. “Originally we
considered the RJ 700 Series 2000W units as well but, as
the throw distance from the front-of-house bridge to the
stage is relatively short at only 15m, the team decided the
output of the 1200W model was perfect over this distance.
We also compared them to some profiles from other
manufacturers but the superior focus mechanism and the
budget set for the large number of units they required
resulted in Robert Juliat coming out on top.”
Eighty of the 16°/35° RJ 614SX zoom profiles were
delivered at the beginning of the year and are rigged on
two front-of-house bridges, with more in the over-stage
bridge and side ladders, and the remaining fixtures located
in the flies as loose light. The technicians at this majestic
venue are very happy with them: “We really love the quality
of the gobo projection and sharp shutter cuts – all of which
can be in focus at the same time – that the condenser
lenses give us,” says the Theatre’s lighting technician,
Michel Langenzaal.
“The Robert Juliats are superlative and far superior to
the ellipsoidal fixtures of before,” agrees Koninklijke
Schouwburg’s chief technician, Alphons Verhallen.
“Combine this with the greater light output delivered by
the RJ’s 1200W lamp, which is a lot more than the 750W
HPL, and we can safely say we are extremely happy with
the choice, and performance, of our new fixtures.”
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GLP ADDS COLOUR TO
SUN NAN PERFORMANCE
With the brilliant Sun Nan headlining, alongside artists such as Jordan Chan
(Chan Siu-Chun), Guangzhou-based Ruisheng Lighting & Audio fielded an
array of cutting-edge LED technology from GLP, for whom they are the Chinese
distributor, at the recent ZhaoQing Dinghushan Music Festival in the province of
Guangdong.
The sound and lighting company welcomed the opportunity to participate and
equipped the main stage with a series of high-output products from the German
manufacturer’s X4 range.
These included multiples of X4 LED heads (featuring 19 x 15W RGBW LEDs), the
larger X4 L (37 x 15W RGBW LED), X4 Bar 20 (20 x 1-meter long lighting battens)
— and other new generation fixtures.
Said Ruisheng Lighting & Audio’s Jianwei Chen: “The GLP effects added brilliant
colour and lighting stability to the set and produced an outstanding and eyecatching performance.”
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MADAME BUTTERFLY TAKES
FLIGHT WITH GLP
Photo Credits L A Opera Technical Depar tment

GLP recently completed its most auspicious theatre
installation at the hands of experienced theatre lighting
designer Rick Fisher.
In taking the Santa Fe Opera production of Madame
Butterfly, which he first lit in 2010, to the much larger,
3000-plus capacity Dorothy Chandler Pavilion at LA
Opera, he found a dynamic role for GLP’s versatile
impression X4 Bar 20, from GLP’s range of battens.
“There were challenges in relocating this production from
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the relatively small stage in Santa Fe that is also open
to the elements upstage,” he explains. “The night sky is
their back drop and that gives a depth that completes the
stage picture and in many ways allows for a simpler stage
design than you might choose for a traditional venue.”
To make this work in the Dorothy Chandler Pavilion an
impressionistically painted scrim and rear projection
screen were added by the designer. “We chose not to use
‘sky’ projections, which would have been too ‘real’, but
instead rely on a more theatrical effect of light and color

Installation Technologies

to add the depth of field that we had in Santa Fe,” the
designer continued. “This is where the X4 Bars came in
and gave us flexibility far in excess of the four-cell floods
that form part of the Opera’s standard rig.”
The X4 Bar 20 uses 20 high output RGBW LED’s, tightly
packed in the 40-inch long batten. It is characterised
by high quality optics to ensure smooth, homogenized
output through a broad pallet of pastel and saturated
colors, a 7:1 zoom range from 7° to 50°, a motorized
tilt, for fast refocusing and DMX control to offer full pixel
mapping capabilities.
The production also marked Rick Fisher’s baptism into
GLP technology. “I have admired them at trade shows, but
when I saw a demo of the X4 Bar I was very impressed.”
He was introduced at the White Light New Technology
showcase, organized by the ALD at the Royal Central
School of Speech and Drama in London. “This is a great
way to see fixtures in a more theatrical setting instead of
a noisy day-lit trade show floor. Watching the equipment
in this environment they far surpassed expectations and
made these units really stick in my mind.”
All designers that come through the Dorothy Chandler

can select fixtures from the theater’s inventory and
additional equipment will be rented in to accommodate
the production. They are set up to interface with any
incoming production requirement. But in this instance
Rick Fisher chose to deploy GLP’s new generation
technology in addition to the house floods. “With a huge
scrim and [70ft wide] RP screen to light I sensed this new
component would benefit from more color choices and
flexibility.”
The 24 fixtures light the entire cyc and are set
approximately 1m upstage of the rear production screen
to add to the horizon lighting.
Rick Fisher couldn’t have been more positive. “These
produce even seamless color without the usual scoops
and scallops that you can get when you try to get too
many color options in your ground row!
“There are a couple of ‘unreal’ moments in the piece
where we wanted to make a statement and having infinite
color choice from the X4 Bars made this possible. At
one point the director said the back-cloth looked like a
Rothko painting. That is high praise indeed and the X4
Bars were an essential part of this.”
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TELSTRA INSTALLS MEYER
SOUND CONSTELLATION AT
AUSTRALIA HEADQUARTERS
A Meyer Sound Constellation® acoustic system is helping
Telstra, Australia’s largest telecommunications and media
company, to inform and educate visitors at the company’s
lavish Customer Insight Centre (CIC) in Sydney. Installed
in a 300-seat theatre, Constellation provides Telstra with
the acoustical flexibility to hold a variety of meetings,
concerts, and multimedia presentations in the same
space, helping to connect customers with the company’s
range of cross-platform technology solutions.
“The theatre helps us to engage customers in a way
that provides more impact than watching a PowerPoint
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presentation in a meeting room,” explains David
Woodbridge, general manager of the CIC. “In conjunction
with our 4K LED screen, the immersive soundscapes
created by Constellation allow us to adapt the space to
best showcase Telstra’s capabilities.”
The CIC theatre has been busy with activity in the months
since opening, hosting internal corporate meetings,
product launches with key customers, concerts by pop
groups and chamber orchestras, broadcast and webcast
events, and presentations by global luminaries including
Oliver Stone and Steve Wozniak.
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The Constellation system is programmed to create
a variety of adjustable acoustical environments that
include a cathedral-like reverberation for choral concerts,
a full cinema surround mode, and a crisply supportive
conference mode that allows everybody in the theatre to
hear and understand each other without the use of local
microphones.
“On one level, Constellation does present a ‘wow
factor,’” reports Woodbridge. “We bring people in when
Constellation is on, and they’re immediately impressed
by the natural acoustical environment. Then we turn it off

and you can see their jaws drop. Beyond that, the system
reflects well on Telstra as a technology company—our
business started with sound and voice communication,
and Constellation demonstrates that we’re still working
at the forefront of digital audio.”
The CIC theatre’s Constellation system uses 22
miniature microphones installed throughout the room
to capture the room’s acoustic and create natural
acoustical environments using the D-Mitri® digital audio
platform’s patented VRAS™ algorithms. The processed
sound is then delivered via 22 UPM-1XP, 19 Stella-8C
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installation, 10 MM-4XP self-powered, and 15
HMS-5 surround loudspeakers, as well as eight
UMS-1XP and two MM-10 subwoofers. Meyer
Sound’s Wild Tracks™ multichannel playback
and SpaceMap® multichannel panning software
provides immersive effects.
The system was conceived and designed by
Arup under the direction of Nathan Blum and Ben
Moore. Downstream and Lend Lease were the
design and executive architects, respectively.
On-stage amplified performances in the theatre
rely on a Meyer Sound direct reinforcement
system of four JM-1P arrayable, four UPJunior™
VariO™, and two UPA-1P loudspeakers, in
addition to one 1100-LFC low-frequency control
element.
Telstra’s 3,600-square-foot CIC also impresses
visitors with the world’s first 360-degree,
interactive, ring-shaped screen; a 4K-ready
broadcast studio; collaboration areas; and
“hands-on” technology demonstrations.
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First Meyer Sound LEOPARD
spotted in Norway

Norway is the first European country
with permanent installations of the
compact Meyer Sound LEOPARD™
linear sound reinforcement system.
LEOPARD’s remarkable flexibility and
versatility made it the top choice for
two very different venues. The 1,200seat Grand Hall at Studentersamfundet
(Student Society) in Trondheim uses
LEOPARD to support community
events such as theatrical performances
and conferences, while the LEOPARD
system at Oslo’s 650-capacity Vulkan
Arena primarily powers hard rock
shows.
“When we first saw LEOPARD we were
amazed by its size,” reports Torgeir
Aadland, project consultant for audio
renovations at the Grand Hall. “It was
easily one of the smallest in its class,
and we had some concern about
it performing to our standards. But
LEOPARD has provided excellent sound
quality even at the highest levels, and
gives us even horizontal coverage—it’s
everything we were looking for in a new
system.”
The circular Grand Hall is a central
meeting place for the Student Society,
an independent organization of around
1,700 Trondheim students. It is used
for concerts, cabaret theatre, student
conferences, and other community
events.
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“After installation, the hall hosted the UKA festival featuring
concerts, revues, and standup comedy, giving the system
an intensive test across different genres,” says Aadland.
“The sound quality was definitely improved from past years
for every event, giving the audience a much more satisfying
experience.”
At the Vulkan Arena, the new LEOPARD system has already
supported a number of heavy rock shows such as The
Weeknd, Y&T, Acid Mothers Temple, and Wire. “LEOPARD
may look small, but it packs one helluva punch,” says Bjørn
Hinkel, technical manager for the venue. “The comments I’ve
gotten from band techs are pretty much the same every time.
They see the PA and think it’s too small. Then at the end
of the night, I get hugs and praises from all of them. It’s a
genuine pleasure to have LEOPARD in my venue.”
Vulkan Arena’s system comprises twin flown arrays of four
LEOPARD linear array loudspeakers and two 900-LFC lowfrequency control elements each, two UPJ-1P loudspeakers
for front fill, and a Galileo® loudspeaker management system
with one Galileo 408 processor for optimization and signal
distribution.
Installed at the Grand Hall are twin arrays of six LEOPARD
loudspeakers each, six 900-LFC elements, two UPQ1P loudspeakers for front fill, and a Galileo loudspeaker
management system with one Galileo 616 processor.
Both systems were provided and installed by Oslo-based
Bright Norway AS, with project supervision by Trond
Kristoffersen and on-site assistance at Vulkan Arena from
Bright’s Stian Smith and Fredrik Frostad.
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Singapore’s Sands Expo
chooses LYON and LEOPARD

Sands Expo and Convention Centre, Asia’s leading
destination for MICE (Meetings, Incentives, Conferences, and
Events), has upgraded its inventory of AV equipment with
the first Meyer Sound LYON™ and LEOPARD™ linear sound
reinforcement systems in Singapore. Located within the
Marina Bay Sands resort, the centre has invested in 156 total
Meyer Sound loudspeakers to support large-scale corporate
events and concerts, representing the largest investment to
date in LEO® Family technology by any hotel/MICE operator
in the world.
“Our LYON and LEOPARD systems can be configured for
precise sound distribution and powerful projection—even at
continuously high output levels,” notes Mike Lee, Marina Bay
Sands’ vice president of sales. “They also provide superior
vocal intelligibility and a consistently linear response. From
an operational standpoint, we also appreciate the simplified
cabling, faster and easier setup, and reduced storage space
compared to conventional systems.”
Meyer Sound systems offer a significant return on investment
for companies like Marina Bay Sands that host year-round
events with their own inventory. “Our self-powered systems
eliminate separate amplifiers, processors, and cable sets,”
says John McMahon, Meyer Sound’s vice president of
solutions and strategy. “Setup time for staging live events is
shortened as a result, simplifying the production process and
saving the user time and money on a daily basis.”
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Sands Expo and Convention Centre’s
massive LEO Family system purchase
also provides the resort with a newfound
flexibility and consistency in system
design. All LEO Family loudspeakers
and subwoofers share the same
sonic signature, which allows for easy
configuration and scalability to any size
venue or any application.
“Our upgraded audio, video, and lighting
inventory is a strategic investment aimed
at further enriching the experience of our
customers,” continues Lee. “With even
greater technical quality, we can meet
increasing demand from event planners
that bring in world-class entertainers
requiring the best in AV capabilities.”
The centre’s new systems had their
debut in the second edition of the
Sands Live concert series, featuring
world-renowned acts performing in the
integrated resort’s intimate, state-ofthe-art entertainment venues. A onestop solution was also provided for the
closing ceremony of the 8th ASEAN
Para Games in the Sands Grand
Ballroom through the use of a LYON
system and Vari-Lite VL4000 lighting.
“With more than 2,700 athletes, officials,
sponsors, community partners, and
volunteers in attendance, the ceremony

was a true audio-visual spectacle, and
a milestone for Marina Bay Sands as
the official host venue,” says Lee.
The centre’s investment includes 36
LYON and 42 LEOPARD line array
loudspeakers supplemented by 24
1100-LFC and 16 900-LFC lowfrequency control elements. The
systems are not permanently installed,
and can be moved and configured as
needed in any of the integrated resort’s
numerous indoor and outdoor events
spaces. Also included are 24 MJF210 and 12 MJF-212A stage monitors
and eight Galileo® Callisto 616 array
processors.
Sands Expo and Convention Centre’s
new investment follows a 2012
purchase of 50-total MILO®, MINA™,
and CQ-2 line array loudspeakers and
700-HP subwoofers. All systems were
supplied by Singapore-based Coda
Group.
“The advantages of highly linear, selfpowered Meyer Sound reinforcement
systems make them an ideal solution
for a variety of exhibition centre,
conference centre, and multi-use rental
applications,” says McMahon. “This
allows them to be interchangeable and
scalable as events require.”
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BACK TO SCHOOL
FOR MEYER SOUND
84
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Two leading Swiss universities have equipped lecture halls
with Meyer Sound CAL™ 64 column array loudspeakers to
provide highly intelligible voice reproduction in challenging
acoustical environments. Identical CAL systems at ETH
Zurich and the University of Basel apply advanced beam
steering technology to custom tailor uniform coverage of two
differently shaped lecture halls, greatly improving students’
intelligibility of instructors’ voices.
“Thanks to the vertical steering capability of CAL, we were
able to precisely direct the beam angles to the seating areas

in each room,” explains Nicolin Salis, executive project
manager for Thalwil, Switzerland-based consultant RGBP,
which specified the two systems. “The beam-steering
technology of CAL gave us astounding results. This was
despite the fact that the mechanical mounting positions in
each room were not optimal and prevented us from placing
the loudspeakers at the preferred angle.”
The ETH Zurich lecture hall, located in the environmentally
sustainable LEE Building, has all seating set in a semi-circle
on a flat floor plane. Here, the downward tilt and beam spread
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of two CAL loudspeakers are precisely
calibrated to cover the seating without
exciting the surrounding hardwood
walls or the reflective ceiling surfaces.
In contrast, at the University of Basel
lecture hall, seating is arranged on
three sides at steeply raked angles.
For this application, a broader vertical
beam with an upward tilt is applied to
two CAL loudspeakers to ensure clear
and seamless coverage throughout the
room.
The RGBP contract also encompassed
control and video systems, including
AMX touch panel controls in both lecture
halls and four Sony video projectors
with 7,000 Lumens at the University of
Basel installation.
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AV integrators and consultants rely
upon Meyer Sound technology for
solutions in educational applications
worldwide, from Stanford University
and Louisiana State University to Hong
Kong University, Singapore American
School, and London’s St. Paul’s Girls’
School.
Also known as the Swiss Federal
Institute of Technology, ETH Zurich was
founded in 1855 and is widely regarded
as one of the world’s leading institutions
for the study of engineering, natural
sciences, and technology.
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POWERHOUSE METAL BAND
IRON MAIDEN TAKES LEO ON
WORLD TOUR
88
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Iconic British metal band Iron Maiden is relying on a
Meyer Sound LEO® Family loudspeaker system to power
its successful “Book of Souls World Tour.” The band’s
high-octane performances have been filling arenas
around the world since the six-month, 35-country tour
began in February. FOH engineer Martin Walker chose the
LEO Family to ensure maximum power and clarity for Iron
Maiden after mixing Judas Priest’s 2014-2015 world tour
on the system.

Walker notes that the band has been pleased with
audience reactions to the sound, and appreciates the
directed sound of the 1100-LFC low-frequency control
elements. “The band doesn’t like to be soaked by subbass bleed back on the stage, and the low-end control
I get from the 1100s takes care of that neatly,” he says.
“Out front, management has also noticed a difference this
time out. They recently remarked to me, ‘I don’t know
what this new rig is, but I love it.’”

“LEO’s clarity and headroom help out a great deal when it
comes to balancing the mix,” reports Walker. “Iron Maiden
has three guitars, vocals, and occasional keyboards all
vying for the same frequency bands in the mix. With LEO,
the clarity cuts right through. That also allows me to mix
louder than before.”

For North American shows in “A-level” arenas of 15,000–
20,000, a typical system configuration comprises dual
hangs of 14 LEO-M over four LYON™ linear line array
loudspeakers, 18 1100-LFC elements in a cardioid
configuration, and a center stack of four 700-HP
subwoofers. Outfill hangs are 15 LYON loudspeakers
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each, and twin arrays of six-each LEOPARD™
line array loudspeakers cover the rear stage.
Various fills of UPA-1P, MSL-4, and JM-1P
arrayable loudspeakers are often included to
suit the venue. A Galileo ® Callisto™ loudspeaker
management system with one Galileo Callisto
616 AES and six Galileo Callisto 616 array
processors supplies drive and optimization.
This marks the first time Iron Maiden has
toured with a LEO Family system. Daily setup is
supervised by systems tech Richard Trow. The
system is supplied by UK-based Major Tom, Ltd.,
with additional equipment support from Atkinson,
N.H.-based Rainbow Production Services.
Walker adds that Iron Maiden’s rider specifies a
LEO Family system as top preference worldwide,
but on other legs of the tour the actual system
used may be determined by availability, promoter
preference, or a festival system already in place.
“The Book of Souls World Tour” travels on “Ed
Force One,” a custom-painted Boeing 747 flown
by band frontman and licensed commercial
airline pilot Bruce Dickinson.
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Biggest laser show ever?
A show in Milan may
have set a record
Milan may have played host to the
world’s biggest ever laser show after
ER Produc3ons collaborated with
Italian agencies Eventually and Giò
Forma at an event to launch the new
Samsung Galaxy S7.
Lasers flickered over some of the
most iconic buildings in Milan’s Porta
Nuova business district as well as the
highest skyscrapers in the city, while
Fatboy Slim played a headline set.
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Over 10 tonnes of laser fixtures and 32 smoke
machines were placed around the site including
parks, balconies and skyscraper rooftops.
Created for Samsung by the agency Eventually,
under the crea3ve direc3on of Anghela Alò and
Claudio Santucci of Giò Forma, this massive
laser display is potentially the world’s largest
light show ever performed, with Guinness World
Records currently reviewing the project.
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Nicki Minaj, The Killers open
Las Vegas arena with
MLA system

The new T-Mobile Arena in Las Vegas recently opened
with an all-star gala event featuring Las Vegas natives
The Killers, Wayne Newton, Shamir, Blue Man Group and
Cirque du Soleil. Delicate Productions of Los Angeles and
San Francisco deployed a Martin Audio MLA system to
ensure consistent coverage throughout the spectacular
new venue.
A two-year project representing an investment of $375
million, the 20,000-seat Arena will host over 100 events
a year including sports ranging from UFC, boxing, hockey
and basketball to concerts and awards shows. A special
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concert featuring Nicki Minaj with special guest Ariana
Grande followed the opening night with an upcoming
schedule of shows that includes the Guns N’ Roses reunion
tour, George Strait, Garth Brooks, Billy Joel and more.
The MLA system, supplied by the Arena’s preferred audio
provider and MLA partner 3G Productions, was used for
the opening show featuring the Killers and the Nicki MinajAriana Grande concert that followed. It consisted of 16
MLA and 2 MLD cabinets per side for the main hang, 20
MLA Compact a side for outfills along with 32 MLX subs
(12 ground-stacked and four flown per side).
Describing the event’s planning, Delicate’s Smoother
Smyth said: “Due to our workload, it made sense to bring
in the MLA system from 3G who are based in Las Vegas.
They installed the PA a week before the Killers show for a
‘soft opening’ with Martina McBride, an event to ensure the
ticketing systems, concession stands and security were all
in place and operating efficiently prior to the Opening Night
Concert.
“As it turned out, there were no acoustic issues other than
to say that the MLA system handled the 20,000-seat venue
perfectly.
“This event had been looming on the horizon for quite some
time and the show flow was much discussed. Thanks to a
flawless performance everyone within the Killers camp was
in great spirits by the end of the evening.”
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Leona Lewis sings with SSL
Soulful, multi-talented vocalist and performer Leona Lewis
has been on a 14-date tour of the UK with an SSL L500
console and K-array Slim Array technology, chosen by
celebrated FOH Engineer Dave Wooster.
Lewis’ I Am show provides Wooster with around 65
inputs from the stage. “It’s a full-on set-up,” he says. “The
drummer alone has two mics on the bass drum, three
snares - each with at least two mics on, four toms, all
the cymbals, electronic kick and snare... So he was up to
about 20-odd channels on his own!”
According to Wooster, the show absolutely benefitted
from the L500’s exceptional signal path - from the
SuperAnalogueTM mic inputs, through the flexible channel
path, and comprehensive internal FX Rack: “What really
separates the L500 from the competition is the sound.”
“The effect on Leona’s vocal was very noticeable in the
system,” he continues. “I think the 96kHz operation makes
a difference, but the pre-amps make a huge difference
as well, and whatever it is SSL has done on the EQ is
stunning.... You really hear the HF.
“With Leona I have to deal with a massive dynamic range
within every song... The mix has to be able to go right
down to almost nothing and then build to everything. The
way the SSL input section handles that is fantastic.
“Of course, it’s natural that when she whispers I get a load
of low end from the microphone that I don’t need, and
when she’s screaming down it there’s too much high end
and not enough lows. I use a dynamic EQ from the internal
FX rack to sort that out. The standard EQ helps calm down
some resonances, though there were only two cuts with
low and high pass filters that I needed to make with that.
“The channel compressor is the first layer of dynamics
control, just to help take out any real big peaks; then across
her stem- which includes her reverb and delay returns, as
well the main vocal path - I put an SSL Bus Compressor;
it’s very good!”
Wooster’s approach to the console surface configuration
takes full advantage of the L500’s Layer & Bank approach
to layout, as well as the expedient Super-Query (‘Q’)
function - a forward and reverse interrogation feature with
fast-assignment function.
“I have all my input channels as a sub-layer,” says Wooster.
“That’s where all the programming is. Then I use Stems
on the top layer. I completely isolate them from any recall
and end up with kick, snare, hat, toms, overheads, a bass
channel, guitar channel, keyboard channel, lead vocal and
BV stem faders that are always below my fingers... That’s
my mix.
“All the automation and scene recalls are still going on
underneath, so if I then hit the Q button on any Stem all
of the underlying contributions pop up from below. I can
make a quick adjustment in that scene, save it, then go
straight back to the Stem layer and carry on mixing.”
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Theatreplan engaged for
world’s highest temple

Leading international theatre consultancy practice Theatreplan
has been hired to provide auditorium, conference centre and
technology design services for the world’s tallest temple
currently being built in India. The Vrindavan Chandrodaya
Mandir (VCM) in Uttar Pradesh will be 213 meters high and is
located at the birthplace of Krishna.
“This project presents a unique opportunity for Theatreplan to
embark on a cultural journey, contribute to and learn from what
will be one of the landmarks of collective human achievement
in this region,” said Theatreplan project director Brad Maiden.
“The VCM project also represents a significant strategic pivot
for Theatreplan as we expand our entertainment, technology
and customer engagement solutions into the APAC market.”
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PARIS SHOPPING
MECCA
TRANSFORMED
WITH CANOPY
LIGHTING
After five years of work and a €1M investment, the colossal
project to refurbish the Forum des Halles in the heart of
Paris was recently unveiled to Parisians. The new stylish
shopping mall proudly features an impressive 140m long
by 80m large canopy, made of 18,000 scale shaped glass
elements, which can be seen from outer space.
As the owner of the Forum des Halles, business property
group Unibail-Rodamco, was keen to offer an unforgettable
artistic experience for the inauguration of the brand new
venue, and called in event and communications agency
Lever de Rideau.
Under the artistic direction of world renowned dancer
and choreographer Benjamin Millepied, seven dance
companies, including acrobats suspended in the air took
over the large open area underneath the canopy to animate
it in front of thousands of witnesses. The “Unexpected
Show”, a suggestive performance dedicated to Parisian
culture, transformed for a few hours the architecture of
this amazing venue in an inspiring stage.
To emphasize the dramatic aspect of the performance
underneath the canopy, Lever de Rideau trusted Airstar
European Network (AEN) and their lighting balloons.
14Crystal air ventilated balloons, each equipped with
six 400W halogen lamps and measuring 200cm were
deployed on the three levels of the Forum des Halles.
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Nicole Coatleven, production manager at Lever de
Rideau, commented: « We decided to use Airstar lighting
balloons because they allowed us to light up the event in
a discreet yet decorative way, while allowing to capture
the performances in the best conditions. »
The balloons were rigged on metallic totems measuring
three metre high to optimise the lighting and help fill up
the space. The totems proved very useful, acting as a
single point for lighting, sound and decoration. Technical
provider Impact Evénement was responsible for the
installation, including power, lights, video and sound.
According to Martin Leblon, event and architecture
business manager at AEN, the Crystal balloons rigged on
totems are the perfect answer for these events. « In such
a vast open space, the wind intake can create technical
and security issues. Having the balloons rigged to a firm
encased concrete block, allows for the structure to be
secured, while having the balloons lifted at an optimised
height. It’s also aesthetic, the loudspeakers can be rigged
on the structure, and it provides a beautiful, non-glaring
light, which was perfect for the performers. »
A dedicated AEN team was on duty for the whole event
duration. « We were totally satisfied with the end result,
as well as the professionalism from the AEN team »
Coatleven confirmed.
The balloons were installed the day before the inauguration,
and were dismantled in a mere two hours after dawn,
ensuring a peaceful evening for the neighbourhood.
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Allen & Heath
updates
Qu Series

By Allen & Heath
www.allen-heath.com
Allen & Heath has announced a host of major enhancements to the feature set and ecosystem
of its Qu Series of compact digital mixers. Accompanying the release of firmware V1.9 is a
number of key updates to the Qu-Pad app, factory mic presets from leading manufacturers
Shure and Sennheiser, streamlined DAW Control for Windows, plus the new, customisable
Qu-Control app for install applications.
Qu-Pad V1.9 is now the most comprehensive iPad app of its type, fully implementing every
setting, parameter and control of Qu mixers. Alongside control of live mixing functions,
processing, routing and effects, Qu-Pad now offers complete access to scene management,
control of the 15 mixer SoftKeys across the whole Qu range, AMM, I/O patching, and Qu-Drive
stereo and multitrack recording / playback facilities. Also new to the app is user permissions
with password protected user profiles.
Allen & Heath has teamed up with leading microphone manufacturers, Shure and Sennheiser,
to provide channel Library presets for a number of popular and industry standard mics. The
presets offer the user a starting point to get the best possible sound out of their microphone
- mixer combination.
A brand new addition to the Qu Series control portfolio is Qu-Control, a customisable iOS
app for iPod Touch, iPhone and iPad. Offering five screens with up to 15 control ‘widgets’
each, the app enables control of parameters such as background music source selection,
master zone level, scene recall, or microphone paging. Password protection prevents access
to unwanted controls, which makes it the ideal solution for wireless control of venues,
conference rooms, hotel lobbies and any other installed sound environment.

D.A.S.
unveils new
subwoofer

By D.A.S. Audio
www.dasaudio.com
D.A.S. has announced the launch of
the UX-218A subwoofer, joining the UX
Series range of low frequency systems
available in both powered and passive
versions. The UX-218A incorporates
the latest low frequency transducer
designed and manufactured by D.A.S. in
Valencia, Spain.
The UX-218A makes use of two of the newly developed 18UXN4 transducers. The loudspeakers
incorporate state-of-the-art features such as a 4” sandwich split winding voice coil, a remarkable 52
mm peak-to-peak excursion, and a powerful FEA optimized neodymium magnet assembly. Thanks
to the double silicon spider, the 18UXN4 controls the moving mass with high linearity. An aluminum
demodulating ring benefits lower distortion and the effective ventilation of the voice coil gap provides
for a high thermal rating, and reduced power compression. The speaker has an AES power handling
capacity of 1,100 W.
The amplifier powering the UX-218A has an output of 2 x 1700 W and incorporates the latest in Class
D power amplification. A high efficiency, low consumption universal power supply with Power Factor
Correction (PFC) allows for fail-safe use worldwide. Cutting-edge electronic design such as the fixed
frequency switch mode output stage provides for the highest grade of audio accuracy. A comprehensive
set of “smart” protections include thermal, over current, short circuit and overload on the output,
clip limiter and high frequency protection keeping the amp and acoustic components safe. Remote
monitoring is provided by way of the DASnetTM monitoring system and software, an audio management
application for D.A.S. powered cabinets and processors.
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Extron
ships new
touchpanels

By Extron Electronics
www.extron.com
Extron Electronics is now shipping three new TouchLink Pro touchpanel models. The 12” TLP
Pro 1220TG, 10” TLP Pro 1022T, and the 5” TLC Pro 521M feature capacitive and vibrant glass
touchscreens that provide more responsive control surfaces and greater viewing angles.
The TLP Pro 1220TG features video preview inputs that support high resolution HDCPcompliant video from HDMI sources and Extron XTP devices. The TLC Pro 521M TouchLink
Pro controller features a secure and powerful built-in control processor and supports
Ethernet-controllable devices.
All three customizable touchpanels feature faster processing and more memory. For ease
of integration, these touchpanels receive power and communication over a single Ethernet
cable. Their stylish designs and features make them ideal for control applications requiring
fully-customizable touchpanels with flexible mounting options.

Martin Audio
launches
CDD-LIVE!

By Martin Audio
www.martin-audio.com
Martin Audio unveiled its CDD-LIVE! Series at this year’s
Prolight + Sound Show in Frankfurt. Comprising three
full-range models and two subwoofers, CDD-LIVE! covers
professional stand-alone and distributed applications —
from sound reinforcement and monitoring for live bands,
DJ’s and corporate events, to installations in dance clubs,
ballrooms, theatres and performing arts centres.
At the heart of the series is Martin Audio’s patented Coaxial
Differential Dispersion technology. Combining the ‘pointsource’ benefits of coaxial design with the consistent
coverage of Differential Dispersion, CDD-LIVE! full-range
systems project sound evenly front-to-back while exhibiting
wide horizontal coverage close to the speaker — delivering
ultimate fidelity and impact to all corners of the audience.
Onboard Class D amplification, DSP and Dante™ Digital
Audio networking assure simplicity of stage set-up and
efficient installation, while tour-grade enclosures and
comprehensive mounting options — including pole mount,
wall brackets, yokes and rigging inserts — provide maximum
flexibility in deployment.
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MIDAS
launches new
converter

Tarm releases
new laser series

By MUSIC Group
www.music-group.com
MUSIC, the umbrella company of brands MIDAS, LAB GRUPPEN, LAKE,
TURBOSOUND and TANNOY, has announced the launch of the MIDAS
M8000, an ultra-high performance 192 kHz, 8 channel A/D converter.
Andy Trott, SVP, Enterprise & Entertainment Division states: “For over four
decades, MIDAS has been the undisputed leader in audio and sound
performance, especially known for its award-winning microphone
preamplifiers and best sounding mixing consoles. Our Manchester
Innovation team spent over 3 years and close to 1 US$ million to develop
what we believe is the world’s best-sounding A/D converter. Based on
advanced multi-bit delta-sigma architecture and a revolutionary highspeed TDM interface, the converter’s performance delivers close to 120
dB of dynamic range with sampling rates up to 216 kHz.”

By tarm Showlaser GmbH
www.tarm.de
Tarm has announced the introduction of the Two, Four and Seven Watt
RGB, 45kpps@8° as well as a browser interface following its tie-up with the
Laserworld Group earlier this year.
“When doing product development, we managed to use many synergy
effects within our company group. This led to a price level for the new tarm
Series that is far below the one of the ATTO and FEMTO and even challenges
the Pure Micro units,” says Norbert Stangl, CMO of the Laserworld Group.
All tarm units have very fast scanner in common, running at 45kpp@8° ILDA
and scanning a maximum scan angle of 60°, upgrades to CT-scanners with
60kpps@8° ILDA and a deflection angle of up to 80° are available on request.
The beam specifications are rated at ca. 3.0mm/0.8mrad at full angle.
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Prism Sound
introduces Callia

By Prism Sound
www.prismsound.com
Prism Sound, global leaders in professional digital to analogue converters, is
launching Callia, a PCM and DSD capable DAC, pre-amplifier and headphone amp,
to bring the top sound quality from the professional recording studio into the
home environment for the very best in digital music reproduction.
Callia is a compact state-of-the-art unit for use in no compromise high quality
home audio systems. It offers inherent flexibility with an impressive array of high
resolution inputs including USB (UAC2 over USB 2 or later), Coaxial RCA Phono
(supporting S/PDIF and AES3-id or AES3 with suitable adaptor) and S/PDIF OPTICAL
equipped digital devices. For analogue audio outputs, Callia offers both balanced
XLR as well as unbalanced RCA phono connectors on the rear panel. The output
volume can be set via the volume control in order to use the Callia as a pre-amp
straight into a power amp, or optionally fixed for use with integrated and pre/
power combos.
Headphone users are also catered for with a very high quality headphone amplifier
with its own separate high-quality volume control potentiometer. Flexibility of
headphone choice is assured, thanks to the low impedance of the headphone
output, making it suitable for use with virtually all headphone types for the best
possible reproduction from connected digital sources.
High quality, extensively refined DAC circuits identical to the ones found in the
company’s professional Lyra, Titan and Atlas recording interfaces deliver stunning
resolution and detail, allowing music to be reproduced exactly as it sounded in the
studio or recording location. Now listeners at home can enjoy music played on a
device designed by the same Prism Sound team with the same attention to detail
and transparency that the world’s top artistes, engineers and producers rely upon.

PR Lighting
launches
new lights

By PR Lighting Ltd.
www.pr-lighting.com
PR Lighting has launched its new ARC
LED 1027 (PR-8806) outdoor lighting
fixture — a companion to the “two head”
version, the ARC LED 1054 (PR-8808).
While the ARC LED 1027 contains 27 x
10W 4-in-1 RGBW LEDs, its larger sibling
boasts double the amount spread over
the two heads. Significant features of
both fixtures are wireless DMX control,
standard 45°lens and optional 11°, 15°,
25°lenses. Both fixtures also contain
0-100% dimming and linearly adjustable
colour temperature and 1-33 fps strobe.
The smaller ARC LED 1027 weighs just
18kg and the ARC LED 1054 29kg.
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Light Converse
releases latest
3D software

By Light Converse Ltd.
www.lightconverse.com
Light Converse Ltd introduced the latest version of its 3D
visualization software called LIGHTCONVERSE 3D SHOW
PLATFORM Version 58 at the Prolight + Sound in Germany.
Among the product’s features are higher quality visualization
and a significant increase in rendering speed, especially for
larger projects.
The animated 3D textures create cyclic animation of multiple
textures while the volume transparency produces visual effects
such as smoke, rain, snow and fire. The Dynamic Layers Collision
Detector reveals possible collisions between moving objects.
The number of DMX universes increase from 96 to 255 and each
DMX universe now contains four signal sources (4 stream mixes,
HTP / sACN-Priority).
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